
Battery 101 

Types, Usage and Charging 



What are Batteries? 

• Batteries are devices that convert stored 
chemical energy into useful electrical energy 

• Batteries produce voltage to run an electronic 
circuit. 

• Batteries have a capacity to run the electronic 
circuit for a given amount of time. 

• Batteries have a useful life do to the chemical 
reaction and reduction of it over usage. 



What does a Batteries have? 

• Voltage 
– Is the potential difference from Negative to the 

Positive terminals of the battery. 
• Capacity/Current Rating(mAh, Ah, C) 

– Is the amount of energy @ the battery voltage stored 
to run the electronic circuit. 

• Resistance (IR) 
– Is the internal limiter of the amount of capacity we 

can get at any instance in time. Max current output 
without dropping voltage. 



What does all that stuff mean? 

• Lets relate Voltage and Capacity to 55 Gallon Drum. 

 

Voltage 

1X Capacity  2X Capacity 

55 Gallons 
110 Gallons 



What happens when we use them? 

•   • Unscrew cap to drain 1 Gallon/Minute. 
 

 

1X Capacity  2X Capacity 

55 Gallons/55 Minutes 

110 Gallons/110 Minutes 



What about Resistance? 

• What is resistance related to in the drum? 
– Drain Hole size 

• Small hole is 1 Gallons/Minute 
• Large Hole is 4 Gallons/Minute 

• I can’t get any more out then 1 Gallon/Minute 
or 4 Gallon/Minute 

• Not unless I make a bigger hole or open two 
drums at the same time. (Parallel Batteries 2p) 



What happen to a battery over its life? 

• Loses it’s capacity 
– Reduced flight time. Reduced number of flight 

before needing recharge. 
• Chemicals are building up on Cathode and Anode 

terminals. 

• Loses it’s ability to maintain Voltage. 
– Internal Resistance (IR) rises.  

• 10 mOhm @ 50 Amps = .500 Volt drop 
• 20 mOhm @ 50 Amps = 1.000 Volt drop 



Battery Life 

• Let relate battery life to our drum. 
 
 
 
 
 

• Drum reducing (Capacity) 
• Drum Output is closing (Rising Resistance ) 



Questions 

• Do we understand what batteries are? 
• Do we understand what Voltage is? 
• Do we understand what Capacity is? 
• Do we understand what IR is? 
• Do we understand how these are effected over its 

life? 
• Can we determine total capacity by measuring 

voltage? “No” 
• Can we determine remaining capacity by 

measuring voltage after use? “Yes and No” 



Terms we’ll use before we start 
• Voltage 

• Define in Volts 
• Capacity 

• Defined in mAh (Milli Amp Hours),Ah (Amp Hour). How many 
Milliamps/Amps we can we can use in 1 hour. 

• 1000 mAh = 1 Ah = Draw 1 Amp for 1 Hour 
• Cell Configuration 

• 2s1p. 2 Cells, 1 Parallel. Xs = X*Cell Voltage 
• 1s2p. 1 Cell, 2 Paralleled. Xp= X*Cell Capacity 

• C Rating 
• Output current capacity in relationship to cell capacity. 
• 10C for a 2200mAh Cell = 2,200 * 10 = 22,000 mA = 22 Amps 
• 20C for a 5000mAh Cell = 5,000 * 20 = 100,000 mA = 100 Amps 



Radio Control usage Battery Types 

• Nickel Cadmium (Ni-Cd) 
• Sayno,  

• Sealed Lead Acid (SLA) 
• Power Sonic 

• Nickel Metal Hydride (Ni-MH, NiMH) 
• Sayno 

• Nickel Metal Hydride (Low Lose) 
• Eneloop 

• Lithium Ion (Li-Ion) 
• A123, LiFe 

• Lithium Polymer (Li-Po) 
• Thunder Power, Turnigy Nano Tech 

 



Ni-Cd 
• Cell Voltage 

• Nominal 1.20v, Charged(1.40v-1.60v),Discharged 1.00v 
• Discharge Curve 

• Gradual Slope 
• Charge Type 

• Slow Constant Current (CC) 1/10C 
• Fast Constant Current/Voltage Drop (CC/VD) 1C 

• Power Density 
• 40-60 Wh/kg (Watt = Volts * Amps)  
• (1.2v * 1,100mA = 1.32 W) @ 24 grams = 55 Wh/kg (KR-1100AAU) 

• Self Discharge 
• 10%/Month 

• Life Cycles 
• 2000 Cycles 

 
 



Ni-MH 
• Cell Voltage 

• Nominal 1.20v, Charged(1.40v-1.60v),Discharged 1.00v 
• Discharge Curve 

• Gradual Slope 
• Charge Type 

• Slow Constant Current (CC) 1/10C 
• Fast Constant Current/Voltage Drop (CCVD) 1C 

• Power Density 
• 60-120 Wh/kg (Watt = Volts * Amps)  
• (1.2v * 1,600mA = 1.92 W) @ 31 grams = 62 Wh/kg (HHR160AA/B) 
• (1.2v * 2,300mA = 2.76 W) @ 30 grams = 90 Wh/kg (NH15-2300) 

• Self Discharge 
• 1.2% (Low Lose), 10%/Month 

• Life Cycles 
• 500-1000 Cycles 

 
 



Sealed Lead Acid 
• Cell Voltage 

• Nominal 2.10v, Charged(2.25v),Discharged 1.75v 
• Discharge Curve 

• Gradual Slope 
• Charge Type 

• Constant Voltage/Current Limited (CV) 
• Power Density 

• 30-40 Wh/kg (Watt = Volts * Amps)  
• Self Discharge 

• 3%-20%/Month 
• Life Cycles 

• 500-800 Cycles 
 

 



Lithium Ion 
• Cell Voltage 

• Nominal 3.30v-3.70v, Charged(3.60v-4.20v),Discharged (3.00v-3.30v) 
• Discharge Curve 

• Flat Slope / Sharp drop-off at end  
• Charge Type 

• Constant Current/Constant Voltage (CC/CV) 1C-5C / (3.60v-4.20v) 
• Should use Balancing Charger 

• Power Density 
• 100-250 Wh/kg (Watt = Volts * Amps)  
• (3.3v * 1,100mA = 3.63 W) @ 39 grams = 93 Wh/kg (APR18650) 25C 
• (3.7v * 2,300mA = 8.51 W) @ 48 grams = 177 Wh/kg (ICR18650) 2C 

• Self Discharge 
• 5%-10%/Month 

• Life Cycles 
• 400-1200 Cycles 

 
 



Lithium Polymer 
• Cell Voltage 

• Nominal 3.70v, Charged 4.20v,Discharged 3.00v, Safe Discharge 3.30v 
• Discharge Curve 

• Flat Slope / Sharp drop-off at end  
• Charge Type 

• Constant Current/Constant Voltage (CC/CV) 1C-5C / 4.20v 
• ALWAYS!!! Balancing Charger (I will explain why later) 

• Power Density 
• 150-400 Wh/kg (Watt = Volts * Amps)  
• 3.7v * 950mA = 3.51 W) @ 25 grams = 140 Wh/kg (Nano-Tech) 
• 3.7v * 850mA = 3.14 W) @ 20 grams = 155 Wh/kg (Cell) 

• Self Discharge 
• <5%/Month 

• Life Cycles 
• 500-1000 Cycles 

 
 



Typical usages of different types of Batteries. 

• Ni-Cd 
• Receiver pack 
• Transmitter pack 

• Ni-MH 
• Receiver pack 
• Transmitter pack 

• Sealed Lead Acid 
• Starter Box 
• Glow Driver Panels 

 



Battery Usages 

• Lithium Ion 
• Receiver Packs 

– With and Without regulators (Diode Drop) 
• Transmitter Packs 
• Motor Packs 

• Lithium Polymer 
•  Receiver Packs 

– With Regulator 
• Motor Packs 
• Motor and Receiver Pack Combo  

– (ESC with BEC) Electronic Speed Control with Battery Elimination Circuit 



Questions on Types of Batteries? 

• Do we know what is different for the different 
battery types? 

• Do we know why a different type is better in 
some application then others? 

• Is there any other types anyone has used for 
radio control? 



Charging “Doing it Correctly” and “Safely” 

• Ni-Cd 
• Constant Current (CC) 1/10C 

– Wall Wart with Radio System 
– Charger System 

• Constant Current / Voltage Drop (CC/VD) 1C (Some Vendors) 
– Charger System Needed to sense VD to turn off charging cycle. 

• Over Charging 
– Limited 1/10C 
– Possible @ 1C 

• Cycling 
– To determine Capacity after long term use. 
– 3-5 Charge/Discharge Cycles @ 1/2C Discharge (Charger System) 

 
 



Charging Your Batteries 

• Ni-MH 
• Constant Current (CC) 1/10C 

– Wall Wart with Radio System 
– Charger System 

• Constant Current / Voltage Drop (CC/VD) 1C 
– Charger System Needed to sense VD to turn off charging cycle. 

• Over Charging 
– Limited 1/10C 
– Possible @ 1C 

• Cycling 
– To determine Capacity after long term use. 
– 3-5 Charge/Discharge Cycles @ 1/2C Discharge (Charger System) 

 
 



Charging Your Batteries 

• Sealed Lead Acid 
• Constant Voltage (CV)  

– Wall Wart with Battery 
– Charger System 

• Over Charging 
– Limited  

• Cycling 
– Not Normally done. 

 



Charging Your Batteries 

• Lithium Ion 
• Constant Current/Constant Voltage (CC/CV) 1-25C 

– Charger System Only 
– Can be Charged with Balancer or not. 

» Balancer keep all Cells in Pack within set range (+-10mV) 
• Over Charging 

– Limited if Charger System Set Correct. 
– Possible if Charging with the incorrect settings on Charger 
– Limited danger if over charged. 

• Cycling 
– Not Normally done. Discharge current to simulate usage is to 

high for most Charger System. 
 

 



Charging Your Batteries 

• Lithium Polymer 
• Constant Current/Constant Voltage (CC/CV) 1-25C 

– Charger System Only 
– !! MUST !! be Charged with Balancer to be SAFE. 

» Balancer keep all Cells in Pack within set range (+-10mV) 
• Over Charging 

– Limited if Charger System Set Correct. 
– Possible if Charging with the incorrect settings on Charger 
– Very Dangerous if over charged. 

• Cycling 
– Not Normally done. Discharge current to simulate usage is to 

high for most Charger System. 
 

 



What is Balancing and Why? 

• What 
– Balancing is when the Charger System monitors all the 

different cells in a packs voltage individually and 
matches them with-in +- 10 mV. 

• Why 
– This prevent the different cells in a pack from rising in 

voltage and causing other cells in the pack to become 
uncharged. 

• What causes this voltage difference? 
– Difference in Internal Resistance (IR) of the different 

cells in the pack causes different charge rates per cell. 



Balancing what it is 



Why is it important? 

• So you don’t Burn the House Down !!! 
• How could this happen? 

• 5 Cell pack with one bad cell @ (0v) 
• 5 Cell Pack should be 18.50v. With bad cell 14.80v. 
• Charging 4 good cells to 21.0v (4.2*5). 21.0/4 = 5.25v 

– 1.05V over the max voltage per cell. (Over Charged) 

• Balancing during charging will prevent this. 
• !! NEVER !! Charger Li-Po without Balancing 

during charging. 
 



Question on Charging and Balancing? 

• Do we understand the different type of 
chargers systems needed for the different 
types of batteries? 

• Do we understand why the balancing of Li-Po 
during charging is VERY important? 

• Can measuring the voltage of our battery pack 
tell us if it's charged? “Yes and No” 

• Can measuring the voltage of our battery pack 
tell us how much capacity we have left? “No” 



Charger Systems what’s on Market? 

• AC/DC Input 
• Wall Plug powered/12V DC powered. 

• Single Output 
• 4s, 6s, 10s 

• Multi Output 
• Dual Output, Quad Output 

• Different Wattage 
• 50W, 100W, 200W 400W, 1,000W, 50W/Output 

• Different Battery types in same Charger 



Chargers 

• Single Output 50W 
 

• Single Output 400W 
 

• Dual Output 200W Each 
 

• Single/Dual Output 260W Total 



What else should we know about our Batteries? 

• Li-Po Break-In, Should we? 
• Yes, Max 60-70% discharge @ 80% Rated Current Max 

Short Burst, 50% Rated Current Normally. 
• 5 Cell @ 5,000mAh @ 20C 

– 80 Amp Max, 50 Amp Normal, Cell ending voltage 3.75v-3.85v 
• 7-10 Flights as above. Note Charge put into Pack during 

charging. 

• Storage Charge, Should we? 
• Yes if you want to or use same as above for last flight 

before storage. 
• 3.85v Storage charge. Some chargers have this mode. 



What else should we know about our Batteries? 

• Should we Cycle our Ni-Cd’s and Ni-MH’s? 
• Yes, To determine their capacity and reduce memory 

effect of Ni-Cd’s 

• Should we record or know what amount of 
charge we are putting into our Li-Po’s 

• Yes, This will help not over Dis-Charging them and help 
maximize their usefully life. 

• Shouldn't Dis-Charge over 85%-90% 
– 4,250mA for 5,000mAh pack 

 
 



What else should we know about our Batteries? 

• Should we know our IR for each Cell on our Li-Po’s. 
• Some Chargers Report these values 
• It’s helpful in knowing when the Pack is getting near its end of life. 
• IR(Internal Resistance) will increase as cell life depletes. 

• Should we know the number of cycles on each pack? 
• It’s nice in determining number of flight we have gotten from each 

pack. Also help determine the best pack to buy, cost / flight vs. 
cost. 

• Help us know when we will need to start looking at replacing our 
packs. 

 
 



Battery 101 Wrap-Up 

• Pick the battery that best fits your need. 
• Pick the correct Cell size and Cell configuration 

and output capacity rating. (10C vs. 20C) 
• Don’t !! EVER !! charge Li-Po’s without a 

Balancer or Balance Charger. 
• Know what you’re doing to your packs so you 

don’t damage them or reduce their life. 
 



Questions? 

• Thank You 
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Battery 101

Types, Usage and Charging





What are Batteries?

Batteries are devices that convert stored chemical energy into useful electrical energy

Batteries produce voltage to run an electronic circuit.

Batteries have a capacity to run the electronic circuit for a given amount of time.

Batteries have a useful life do to the chemical reaction and reduction of it over usage.





What does a Batteries have?

Voltage

Is the potential difference from Negative to the Positive terminals of the battery.

Capacity/Current Rating(mAh, Ah, C)

Is the amount of energy @ the battery voltage stored to run the electronic circuit.

Resistance (IR)

Is the internal limiter of the amount of capacity we can get at any instance in time. Max current output without dropping voltage.





What does all that stuff mean?



Lets relate Voltage and Capacity to 55 Gallon Drum.





Voltage

1X Capacity 

2X Capacity

55 Gallons

110 Gallons





What happens when we use them?

 



Unscrew cap to drain 1 Gallon/Minute.







1X Capacity 

2X Capacity

55 Gallons/55 Minutes

110 Gallons/110 Minutes





What about Resistance?

What is resistance related to in the drum?

Drain Hole size

Small hole is 1 Gallons/Minute

Large Hole is 4 Gallons/Minute

I can’t get any more out then 1 Gallon/Minute or 4 Gallon/Minute

Not unless I make a bigger hole or open two drums at the same time. (Parallel Batteries 2p)





What happen to a battery over its life?

Loses it’s capacity

Reduced flight time. Reduced number of flight before needing recharge.

Chemicals are building up on Cathode and Anode terminals.

Loses it’s ability to maintain Voltage.

Internal Resistance (IR) rises. 

10 mOhm @ 50 Amps = .500 Volt drop

20 mOhm @ 50 Amps = 1.000 Volt drop





Battery Life

Let relate battery life to our drum.











Drum reducing (Capacity)

Drum Output is closing (Rising Resistance )







Questions

Do we understand what batteries are?

Do we understand what Voltage is?

Do we understand what Capacity is?

Do we understand what IR is?

Do we understand how these are effected over its life?

Can we determine total capacity by measuring voltage? “No”

Can we determine remaining capacity by measuring voltage after use? “Yes and No”





Terms we’ll use before we start

Voltage

Define in Volts

Capacity

Defined in mAh (Milli Amp Hours),Ah (Amp Hour). How many Milliamps/Amps we can we can use in 1 hour.

1000 mAh = 1 Ah = Draw 1 Amp for 1 Hour

Cell Configuration

2s1p. 2 Cells, 1 Parallel. Xs = X*Cell Voltage

1s2p. 1 Cell, 2 Paralleled. Xp= X*Cell Capacity

C Rating

Output current capacity in relationship to cell capacity.

10C for a 2200mAh Cell = 2,200 * 10 = 22,000 mA = 22 Amps

20C for a 5000mAh Cell = 5,000 * 20 = 100,000 mA = 100 Amps





Radio Control usage Battery Types

Nickel Cadmium (Ni-Cd)

Sayno, 

Sealed Lead Acid (SLA)

Power Sonic

Nickel Metal Hydride (Ni-MH, NiMH)

Sayno

Nickel Metal Hydride (Low Lose)

Eneloop

Lithium Ion (Li-Ion)

A123, LiFe

Lithium Polymer (Li-Po)

Thunder Power, Turnigy Nano Tech







Ni-Cd

Cell Voltage

Nominal 1.20v, Charged(1.40v-1.60v),Discharged 1.00v

Discharge Curve

Gradual Slope

Charge Type

Slow Constant Current (CC) 1/10C

Fast Constant Current/Voltage Drop (CC/VD) 1C

Power Density

40-60 Wh/kg (Watt = Volts * Amps) 

(1.2v * 1,100mA = 1.32 W) @ 24 grams = 55 Wh/kg (KR-1100AAU)

Self Discharge

10%/Month

Life Cycles

2000 Cycles













Ni-MH

Cell Voltage

Nominal 1.20v, Charged(1.40v-1.60v),Discharged 1.00v

Discharge Curve

Gradual Slope

Charge Type

Slow Constant Current (CC) 1/10C

Fast Constant Current/Voltage Drop (CCVD) 1C

Power Density

60-120 Wh/kg (Watt = Volts * Amps) 

(1.2v * 1,600mA = 1.92 W) @ 31 grams = 62 Wh/kg (HHR160AA/B)

(1.2v * 2,300mA = 2.76 W) @ 30 grams = 90 Wh/kg (NH15-2300)

Self Discharge

1.2% (Low Lose), 10%/Month

Life Cycles

500-1000 Cycles

















Sealed Lead Acid

Cell Voltage

Nominal 2.10v, Charged(2.25v),Discharged 1.75v

Discharge Curve

Gradual Slope

Charge Type

Constant Voltage/Current Limited (CV)

Power Density

30-40 Wh/kg (Watt = Volts * Amps) 

Self Discharge

3%-20%/Month

Life Cycles

500-800 Cycles









Lithium Ion

Cell Voltage

Nominal 3.30v-3.70v, Charged(3.60v-4.20v),Discharged (3.00v-3.30v)

Discharge Curve

Flat Slope / Sharp drop-off at end 

Charge Type

Constant Current/Constant Voltage (CC/CV) 1C-5C / (3.60v-4.20v)

Should use Balancing Charger

Power Density

100-250 Wh/kg (Watt = Volts * Amps) 

(3.3v * 1,100mA = 3.63 W) @ 39 grams = 93 Wh/kg (APR18650) 25C

(3.7v * 2,300mA = 8.51 W) @ 48 grams = 177 Wh/kg (ICR18650) 2C

Self Discharge

5%-10%/Month

Life Cycles

400-1200 Cycles

























Lithium Polymer

Cell Voltage

Nominal 3.70v, Charged 4.20v,Discharged 3.00v, Safe Discharge 3.30v

Discharge Curve

Flat Slope / Sharp drop-off at end 

Charge Type

Constant Current/Constant Voltage (CC/CV) 1C-5C / 4.20v

ALWAYS!!! Balancing Charger (I will explain why later)

Power Density

150-400 Wh/kg (Watt = Volts * Amps) 

3.7v * 950mA = 3.51 W) @ 25 grams = 140 Wh/kg (Nano-Tech)

3.7v * 850mA = 3.14 W) @ 20 grams = 155 Wh/kg (Cell)

Self Discharge

<5%/Month

Life Cycles

500-1000 Cycles

















Typical usages of different types of Batteries.

Ni-Cd

Receiver pack

Transmitter pack

Ni-MH

Receiver pack

Transmitter pack

Sealed Lead Acid

Starter Box

Glow Driver Panels







Battery Usages

Lithium Ion

Receiver Packs

With and Without regulators (Diode Drop)

Transmitter Packs

Motor Packs

Lithium Polymer

 Receiver Packs

With Regulator

Motor Packs

Motor and Receiver Pack Combo 

(ESC with BEC) Electronic Speed Control with Battery Elimination Circuit





Questions on Types of Batteries?

Do we know what is different for the different battery types?

Do we know why a different type is better in some application then others?

Is there any other types anyone has used for radio control?





Charging “Doing it Correctly” and “Safely”

Ni-Cd

Constant Current (CC) 1/10C

Wall Wart with Radio System

Charger System

Constant Current / Voltage Drop (CC/VD) 1C (Some Vendors)

Charger System Needed to sense VD to turn off charging cycle.

Over Charging

Limited 1/10C

Possible @ 1C

Cycling

To determine Capacity after long term use.

3-5 Charge/Discharge Cycles @ 1/2C Discharge (Charger System)









Charging Your Batteries

Ni-MH

Constant Current (CC) 1/10C

Wall Wart with Radio System

Charger System

Constant Current / Voltage Drop (CC/VD) 1C

Charger System Needed to sense VD to turn off charging cycle.

Over Charging

Limited 1/10C

Possible @ 1C

Cycling

To determine Capacity after long term use.

3-5 Charge/Discharge Cycles @ 1/2C Discharge (Charger System)









Charging Your Batteries

Sealed Lead Acid

Constant Voltage (CV) 

Wall Wart with Battery

Charger System

Over Charging

Limited 

Cycling

Not Normally done.







Charging Your Batteries

Lithium Ion

Constant Current/Constant Voltage (CC/CV) 1-25C

Charger System Only

Can be Charged with Balancer or not.

Balancer keep all Cells in Pack within set range (+-10mV)

Over Charging

Limited if Charger System Set Correct.

Possible if Charging with the incorrect settings on Charger

Limited danger if over charged.

Cycling

Not Normally done. Discharge current to simulate usage is to high for most Charger System.









Charging Your Batteries

Lithium Polymer

Constant Current/Constant Voltage (CC/CV) 1-25C

Charger System Only

!! MUST !! be Charged with Balancer to be SAFE.

Balancer keep all Cells in Pack within set range (+-10mV)

Over Charging

Limited if Charger System Set Correct.

Possible if Charging with the incorrect settings on Charger

Very Dangerous if over charged.

Cycling

Not Normally done. Discharge current to simulate usage is to high for most Charger System.









What is Balancing and Why?

What

Balancing is when the Charger System monitors all the different cells in a packs voltage individually and matches them with-in +- 10 mV.

Why

This prevent the different cells in a pack from rising in voltage and causing other cells in the pack to become uncharged.

What causes this voltage difference?

Difference in Internal Resistance (IR) of the different cells in the pack causes different charge rates per cell.





Balancing what it is







Why is it important?

So you don’t Burn the House Down !!!

How could this happen?

5 Cell pack with one bad cell @ (0v)

5 Cell Pack should be 18.50v. With bad cell 14.80v.

Charging 4 good cells to 21.0v (4.2*5). 21.0/4 = 5.25v

1.05V over the max voltage per cell. (Over Charged)

Balancing during charging will prevent this.

!! NEVER !! Charger Li-Po without Balancing during charging.







Question on Charging and Balancing?

Do we understand the different type of chargers systems needed for the different types of batteries?

Do we understand why the balancing of Li-Po during charging is VERY important?

Can measuring the voltage of our battery pack tell us if it's charged? “Yes and No”

Can measuring the voltage of our battery pack tell us how much capacity we have left? “No”





Charger Systems what’s on Market?

AC/DC Input

Wall Plug powered/12V DC powered.

Single Output

4s, 6s, 10s

Multi Output

Dual Output, Quad Output

Different Wattage

50W, 100W, 200W 400W, 1,000W, 50W/Output

Different Battery types in same Charger





Chargers

Single Output 50W



Single Output 400W



Dual Output 200W Each



Single/Dual Output 260W Total

























What else should we know about our Batteries?

Li-Po Break-In, Should we?

Yes, Max 60-70% discharge @ 80% Rated Current Max Short Burst, 50% Rated Current Normally.

5 Cell @ 5,000mAh @ 20C

80 Amp Max, 50 Amp Normal, Cell ending voltage 3.75v-3.85v

7-10 Flights as above. Note Charge put into Pack during charging.

Storage Charge, Should we?

Yes if you want to or use same as above for last flight before storage.

3.85v Storage charge. Some chargers have this mode.





What else should we know about our Batteries?

Should we Cycle our Ni-Cd’s and Ni-MH’s?

Yes, To determine their capacity and reduce memory effect of Ni-Cd’s

Should we record or know what amount of charge we are putting into our Li-Po’s

Yes, This will help not over Dis-Charging them and help maximize their usefully life.

Shouldn't Dis-Charge over 85%-90%

4,250mA for 5,000mAh pack









What else should we know about our Batteries?

Should we know our IR for each Cell on our Li-Po’s.

Some Chargers Report these values

It’s helpful in knowing when the Pack is getting near its end of life.

IR(Internal Resistance) will increase as cell life depletes.

Should we know the number of cycles on each pack?

It’s nice in determining number of flight we have gotten from each pack. Also help determine the best pack to buy, cost / flight vs. cost.

Help us know when we will need to start looking at replacing our packs.









Battery 101 Wrap-Up

Pick the battery that best fits your need.

Pick the correct Cell size and Cell configuration and output capacity rating. (10C vs. 20C)

Don’t !! EVER !! charge Li-Po’s without a Balancer or Balance Charger.

Know what you’re doing to your packs so you don’t damage them or reduce their life.







Questions?

Thank You
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Typical Characteristics



Specifications
Cell Type KR-1100AAU



Dimensions
of



Bare Cell



H
49.5 ±0.3 mm



1.949 ±0.012 inch



D
13.8 ±0.2 mm



0.543 ±0.008 inch



d
7.0 mm
0.276 inch



D
d



H



Nominal Capacity 1100mAh
Nominal Voltage 1.2V



Charging Current
Standard 110mA
Quick 220mA
Fast 1600mA



Charging Time
Standard 14 to 16Hrs.
Quick 7 to 8Hrs.
Fast about 1Hr.



Ambient
Temperature



Charge
Standard 0°C to +45°C [+32°F to 113°F]
Quick 0°C to +45°C [+32°F to 113°F]
Fast 0°C to +45°C [+32°F to 113°F]



Discharge -20°C to +60°C [ -4°F to 140°F]
Storage -30°C to +50°C [ -22°F to 122°F]



Internal Impedance (Av.)
(at. 50% discharge)



19.0mΩ
(at 1000Hz)



Weight 24g/0.85oz



Dimensions(D)×(H)
(with tube)
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Charge Characteristics
Discharge Characteristics



Condition  Charge : 110mA×16Hrs.
  Discharge : 220mA
  (End Volt 1.0V)



14.3 0 × 50.3 0 mm-0.5 -1



0.56 0 × 1.98 0 inch-0.02 -0.04
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Classification: Rechargeable 
Chemical System: Nickel-Metal Hydride (NiMH)
Designation: ANSI-1.2H2
Nominal Voltage: 1.2 Volts
Rated Capacity: 2300 mAh* at 21°C (70°F)
Typical Weight: 30.0 grams (1.1 oz.)
Typical Volume: 8.3 cubic centimeters (0.5 cubic inch)
Terminals: Flat Contact
Jacket: Plastic



* Based on 460 mA (0.2C rate) continuous discharge to 1.0 volts.



  0ºC to 40ºC (32ºF to 104ºF)
  0ºC to 50ºC (32ºF to 122ºF)



Storage:  -20ºC to 30ºC (-4ºF to 86ºF)
Humidity:   65±20%



Operating and Storage Temperatures:



Frequency (Hz)



1000 12



Above values based on AC current set at 1.0 ampere.



 ©Energizer Holdings, Inc. - Contents herein do not constitute a warranty.



Industry Standard Dimensions



      Discharge Characteristics



This data sheet contains typical information specific to products manufactured at the time of its publication. 
Important Notice



Charge:



30 milliohms 40 milliohms



Discharge:



NOTE: Operating at extreme temperatures, will significantly 



To maintain maximum performance, observe the following general 
guidelines regarding environmental conditions:



(charged cell)



(tolerance of ±20% applies to above values)



AC Impedance (no load):



The impedance of the charged cell varies with frequency, as follows:



           impact battery cycle life. 



Impedance (milliohms)



ENERGIZER NH15-2300
Specifications



mm (inches)



Cell Charged Cell 1/2 Discharged



Value tolerances are ±20%.



Internal Resistance:



The internal resistance of the cell varies with state of charge, as follows:
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Nominal capacity and voltage 1.1 Ah, 3.3 V



Recommended standard charge method 1.5A to 3.6V CCCV, 45 min



Recommended fast charge current 5A to 3.6V CCCV, 15 min



Maximum continuous discharge 30A



Cycle life at 5C discharge, 100% DOD Over 1,000 cycles



Recommended charge and cut-off V at 25°C 3.6V to 2V



Operating temperature range -30°C to +60°C



Storage temperature range -50°C to +60°C



Core cell weight 39 grams



Copyright A123systems © 2007.  All rights reserved



A123Systems Inc. 1 Kingsbury Ave, Watertown, MA 02472
www.a123systems.com
(617) 778-5700
Performance may vary depending on use conditions and application.  A123Systems makes no
warranty explicit or implied, with this datasheet.  Contents subject to change without notice.



A123Systems lithium-ion rechargeable APR18650M1 cell is capable of very high power, long 
cycle and storage life, and is inherently safe due to its use of patented nanophosphate technology.



Projected Cycle Life, 100% DOD, Room Temperature
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�CELL SPECIFICATIONS  



Shape / Can material Cylindrical / Steel  



Typical Capacity 2370mAh 



Minimum Capacity 2300mAh 



Nominal Voltage 3.7V 



Charge Voltage 4.2V ± 0.05V 



Charge Current  Less than 2.4A 



Charge Time 3.0 hrs 



5.0 A  (≤ 45 oC) 
Discharging current (Max.) 



4.0 A  (≤ 60 oC) 



Discharge Cutoff Voltage 3.0V 



Charge 0oC to 45oC 



Discharge  -20oC to 60oC Temperature 



Storage <35oC 



Weight (Max.) 48g 



Diameter (D) 18.4mm (Max) 
Dimensions 



Height (H) 65.2mm (Max) 



Volumetric 517 Wh/l Energy  



Density Gravimetric 187 Wh/kg 



 



 
 
 
 
Note: The ICR18650J cylindrical cell consists of a lithium cobalt oxide positive electrode and a 
graphitic carbon negative electrode providing 3.7volts and 2370mAh. This cell design requires 
pack control circuitry. Various protection circuit modules are available for applications of multiple 
series and parallel configurations. For multi-cell application, the over-current protective devices 
(PTC or thermal fuse) is NEEDED on each cell or between cells connected in parallel. In order to 
ensure safe use of cell, be sure to consult with E-One Moli Energy regarding charging and 
discharging specifications and contact E-One Moli Energy in advance when designing a device 
with this cell. 
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����Charge Characteristics       ����Discharge Rate Characteristics 
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Charge: 



Constant Current-Constant Voltage Charge to 4.2V at 23oC.
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Charge: Constant Current-Constant Voltage, 1.25A, 4.2V, 3hr.        
Discharge: Cut 0ff at 3.0V.



Temperature: 23
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C. 
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����Discharge Temperature Characteristics   ����Cycle Characteristics 
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Charge: Constant Current-Constant Voltage, 1.25A, 4.2V, 3hr or 48mA Cut Off
Discharge: Constant Current, 2A, Cut off at 3.0V



Temperature: 23 and 45oC
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Molicel ICR18650J Applications:  
* Notebook      * Portable VCD/DVD player  
* HID handy flash                 * Camcorder 
* Medical devices 



 
 
 
E-ONE MOLI ENERGY CORP was established in 1998 by Koo’s Group. Under the brand name Molicel, E-One Moli 
Energy is well-recognized as a leading Li-ion battery manufacturer.  To serve world-wide customers, production sites 
are located in Vancouver, Canada and Southern Taiwan Science Park, Tainan, Taiwan. Each site is equipped with 
local Research & Development and Application Service Groups.  
Safety and reliability are the main strengths of E-One Moli Energy products. 
We strive to provide superior energy solutions with high performance and quality products that serve our customers’ 
needs. 



 
���� Taiwan Plant                               ���� Canada Plant                                               ���� Headquarter                                � Agency: 



10 Dali 2nd Rd., Shan-Hwa,     20,000 Stewart Crescent       10F, 113, Sec.2, Zhung Shan N Rd., 
Tainan County, Taiwan, R.O.C.     Maple Ridge, B.C., Canada, V2X 9E7      Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C. 
Tel: 886-6-505-0666         Tel: 1-604-466-6654          Tel: 886-2-2567-3500   
Fax: 886-6-505-0777      Fax: 1-604-466-6600        Fax: 886-2-2567-6500 
http://www.molicel.com         http://www.molicel.com 
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CELL SPECIFICATIONS 



Capacity (Nominal) 2400 mAh 



Nominal Voltage 3.75 V 



Energy 8.9 Wh 



Size (mm) 18.24 x 65 mm 



Weight 47 grams 



Energy Density 
             Volumetric 
             Gravimetric 



 
520 Wh/l 
188 Wh/kg 



OPERATING SPECIFICATIONS 



Operating Voltage 4.2 V to 3.0 V 



Charge Voltage 4.2 V ± 50 mV 



Cutoff Voltage 2.5 V 



Temperature Range 
             Discharge 
             Charge 



 
-20 °C to 60 °C 
   0 °C to 45 °C 



Maximum Discharge 4.0 A 



Maximum Charge 2.4 A 



STORAGE SPECIFICATIONS 



Temperature Range 
Recommended < 25 °C for 
extended storage periods. 



-20 °C to 60 °C 



Recommended 
Voltage Range 4.2 V to 2.5 V 



 
Please refer to Page 2 for cell discharge 
characteristics. 
 
 
Issue Date: February 2005 
Information subject to change without notice.



Custom design the MOLICEL®
lithium-ion rechargeable battery
into your mobile device. 
 
The ICR-18650J cylindrical cell
consists of a lithium cobalt
positive electrode material and 
a graphitic carbon negative
electrode providing 3.75V and
volts and 2400mAh.  This cell
design requires pack control
circuitry. 



E-ONE MOLI ENERGY (CANADA) LTD.   E-ONE MOLI ENERGY CORP. 
20,000 Stewart Crescent     7F, No.113, Sec 2, Zhongshan N. Rd 
Maple Ridge, B.C. Canada V2X9E7    Taipei City 104, Taiwan, R.O.C. 
Tel: 604466-6654 or 800-664-MOLI    Tel: 886-2-25673500 
Fax: 604-466-6600     Fax: 886-2-25676500 
Site:www.molienergy.com     Site: www.e-one.com.tw 











Constant Current Characteristics 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 



Constant Power Characteristics 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Temperature Characteristics 
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WARNING! 1
LiFe batteries are ENTIRELY DIFFERENT from NiCd, 



NiMH, and LiPo batteries and must be handled 



diff erently!! Hobbico will not be held responsible 



for any and all incidental damages and bodily harm that 



may result from improper use of Hobbico LiFeSource brand 



LiFe batteries. In purchasing these products, the buyer/user 



agrees to bear all responsibilities of these risks and not hold 



Hobbico and/or its distributors (owners and employees) 



responsible for any accidents, injury to persons, or property 



damage. If you do not agree with these conditions, please 



return the battery to the place of purchase.



Before and after every use of your LiFe battery, inspect the 



pack carefully to ensure no physical damage is evident,  



such as swelling, splitting or torn outer heat shrink wrapper, 



or loose plugs and wires. Such signs can often indicate a 



problem exists with the battery that could lead to failure.



LiFe BATTERY RATINGS2
LiFe battery packs are identifi ed by the pack voltage and 



capacity. A 6.6V 1100mAh LiFe battery has a NOMINAL 



voltage of 6.6 volts and a storage capacity of 1100 milliamp-



hours, or 1.1 amp-hours.



LiFe packs are made up of individual cells that are 



connected together in SERIES. Connecting cells in series 



adds the voltage of all cells to result in a total pack voltage. 



A 6.6V 1100mAh pack is made up of two 3.3V 1100mAh 



LiFe cells (2 × 3.3V = 6.6V). This is referred to as a “2S” pack, 



meaning two cells in series. Each LiFe cell has a NOMINAL 



voltage of 3.3V. A fully charged LiFe cell is 3.6V, and a fully 



depleted LiFe cell is 2.5V. Most LiFe chargers and balancing 



equipment are based using a battery’s nominal voltage 



rating as a parameter.



Battery capacity is measured in mAh (milliamp-hours), 



being the amount of current that the battery can deliver 



over a certain time period. The larger the capacity, the 



longer the run or operating time (assuming the load current 



doesn’t change).



A battery’s “C” rating indicates the maximum current the 



battery can deliver at any given moment, as well as the 



maximum charge rate for the battery. The “C” value is simply 



a multiplier of the amp-hour capacity rating of the battery. 



An 1100mAh LiFe battery has a 1C value of 1.1. An 1800mAh 



LiFe battery has a 1C value of 1.8, and so on. LiFe batteries 



are also rated by their maximum discharge capability using 



the C value. A battery rated as 10C can deliver a maximum 



current of 10 times the C value of the battery. As an example, 



an 1100mAh battery with a 10C discharge rating can deliver 



a maximum current of 11A (10 × C = 10 × 1.1 = 11A).



CHOOSING THE RIGHT LiFe BATTERY3
Evaluate your application to determine the “average” 



discharge amperage rate needed for operation. Choose a 



LiFe battery which can easily handle the current needs of 



the application. The current draw of the application can be 



measured using a multi-meter or meters made specifi cally 



for the radio-controlled hobby. When measuring the current, 



servos should be in operation when a reading is made. Actual 



current draw will be greater in fl ight due to increased load 



on the servos (an on-board data logger can provide accurate 



servo current draw). Desired fl ight time and battery weight 



should also be considering when selecting a battery.



LiFe batteries (LiFePO4 - Lithium Iron Phosphate) have several advantages over LiPo (Lithium Polymer) batteries. Most 



importantly, LiFe batteries are much safer. LiFe batteries also have a much longer cycle and calendar life, and consist 



of iron and phosphate which have a much lower environmental impact than the cobalt used in LiPo batteries. It is 



important to have a good understanding of the operating characteristics of LiFe batteries – most importantly, how 



to charge and care for them safely. Always read the specifi cations printed on the battery’s label and in this instruction 



sheet in their entirety prior to use. Failure to follow these instructions can quickly result in severe, permanent damage 



to the battery and its surroundings!



LITHIUM IRON PHOSPHATE BATTERY INSTRUCTIONS



™
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CHARGING THE BATTERY4
A LiFe compatible charger which can apply the “constant 



current/constant voltage” charge technique (cc/cv), such 



as the LifeSource AC/DC Charger (HCAM6375), ElectriFly™ 



Triton™ EQ (GPMM3155), and ElectriFly Triton2™ EQ 



(GPMM3156), is required for charging LiFe batteries. All 



of these chargers have built-in cell balancers.



Balancing Connector



* Some LifeSource packs 



offer different connector 



arrangements.



1. Always observe the correct polarity when connecting 



the battery to the charger and refer to the instructions that 



came with the charger. For LifeSource batteries having a 



balancing connector, attach this lead to the balancing port 



on the charger.



2. Set the charger’s output voltage to match the 



nominal rated voltage of the entire LiFe battery 



pack. NEVER set the charger to a voltage which 



is greater than the nominal voltage rating of the LiFe pack 



or allow LiFe cells to charge to greater than 3.6V per cell at 



any time!! Overcharging usually will result in a permanent, 



catastrophic failure in the LiFe cells. This can result in 



permanent damage to the battery and its surroundings, 



and cause personal injury!



3. Set the charger’s output current to NO GREATER than 



a “3C” rating of the battery. Using a “1C” rate will help to 



maximize the lifespan of the LiFe battery. See the section 



on ratings on page 1 for details.



4. Start the charge process.



IMPORTANT WARNINGS!5
Be sure to READ and FOLLOW these important 



warning statements regarding the charging of 



LiFe batteries:



  NEVER charge LiFe batteries with a charger not specifi cally 



compatible with LiFe batteries! ONLY use a charger which 



can apply the “constant current / constant voltage” (cc/cv) 



charge technique with LiFe voltage settings. Although a 



LiPo charger also applies this charge technique, the charger 



MUST be LiFe compatible. DO NOT attempt to charge your 



LiFe battery on a LiPo-only charger.



  ALWAYS charge LiFe batteries in an area with adequate 



ventilation.



  NEVER charge LiFe batteries at currents greater than 



the “3C” rating of the battery (“C” equals the rated capacity 



of the battery).



  NEVER allow the temperature of LiFe batteries to exceed 



140°F [60°C] at any time. Overheating will cause permanent 



damage. Do not reuse your LiFe battery if you suspect it has 



been damaged in any way.



  ALWAYS discontinue charging a LiFe immediately if at 



any time you witness smoke or see the battery starting to 



swell. This may cause the battery to rupture and/or leak, 



and the reaction with air may cause the chemicals to ignite, 



resulting in fi re. Disconnect the battery and leave it in a safe, 



fi reproof location (ideally outside).



  NEVER continue to charge LiFe batteries if the charger 



fails to recognize full charge. Overheating or swelling of the 



LiFe cells is an indication that a problem exists. The batteries 



should be disconnected from the charger immediately and 



placed in a fi reproof location!!



CONNECTING AND USING THE BATTERY6
Universal Rx Plug



Deans® Ultra Plug®



  A voltage regulator might be required to step the LiFe 



battery voltage down to an acceptable level when used 



with some receivers. Check with your radio manufacturer 



for details. Some servos have a maximum input voltage of 



4.8V or 6.0V. 



  Three discharge leads are provided on some LifeSource 



packs. Two are equipped with Universal Rx connectors and 



the other is a Deans® Ultra Plug®. Dual Universal Rx plugs 



are provided for models having redundant radio systems. 



The Deans Ultra Plug is provided for applications drawing 



more than 10A. No more than 5A should be carried through 



either Universal Rx plug. 



  The voltage of each LiFe cell in the battery pack should 



not be drawn below 2.5V. Drawing the voltage below this 



can cause permanent damage to the pack or make the 



battery non-recognizable by the charger. A 2-cell LiFe battery 



with a nominal voltage of 6.6V should not be discharged 



below 5.0V.
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  NEVER discharge LiFe batteries at currents which exceed 



the discharge current rating of the battery, as this can often 



cause a cell to overheat. Do not allow a LiFe cell to exceed 



140°F [60°C] during discharge.



BATTERIES INVOLVED IN A CRASH7
After a crash, remove the LiFe battery from the 



model but DO NOT immediately place it in a 



model, pocket, or full size automobile. Instead, 



inspect it thoroughly by checking for cracks in the casing, 



loose plugs and wires, or any other physical damage. If 



any physical damage is noticeable, place the battery in a 



fi reproof location and observe it for safety concerns. If no 



physical damage is apparent, it should not be assumed that 



no internal damage has occurred as LiFe batteries can have 



a delayed chemical reaction. While they may appear to be 



safe immediately after removing them from the crash, they 



can suddenly begin to smolder, emit smoke, and generate 



heat even an hour or more after a crash. For this reason, 



all LiFe batteries involved in a crash should be placed in a 



fi reproof location and observed for at least 24 hours before 



they are reused or disposed.



OVERHEATED PACKS8
When handling LiFe Batteries, it is recommended to have 



a class “D” type fi re extinguisher available. At a minimum, 



a medium size (2 gallon) metal bucket fi lled with sand will 



work. A scoop for the sand and fi reproof gloves are also 



recommended. In the event that a LiFe battery begins to 



smoke, immediately bury the battery in your bucket of sand 



or use the fi re extinguisher. If SAFELY possible, move the 



battery outdoors. If the battery cannot be taken outside, 



evacuate the building and open all doors to clear the fumes. 



If needed, call the fi re department. Avoid breathing the 



fumes. TIP: Keep a large zip lock bag fi lled sand in your pit 



box. This is handy for when you travel to events. If a battery 



fails, simply throw the bag onto the battery. As the plastic 



melts, it will cover the pack with sand.



HANDLING, STORAGE & TRANSPORTATION9
  ALWAYS store LiFe cells/packs in a fi reproof 



container and place in a secure location away 



from children.



  NEVER leave a LiFe battery unattended at ANY TIME 



while being charged or discharged!!!



  NEVER put a LiFe pack in the pocket of any clothing!



  ALWAYS have a lithium-approved “Class D type” fi re 



extinguisher or a bucket of sand available at all times.



  NEVER allow LiFe batteries to come in contact with water 



or moisture at any time. If batteries do come in contact with 



water or moisture, immediately dry them with a clean towel.



  NEVER store batteries near an open fl ame or heater.



  NEVER allow LiFe batteries to become punctured, 



especially by metallic objects such as screwdrivers, hobby 



knives, etc.



  DO NOT expose battery packs to direct sunlight for 



extended periods of time.



  NEVER leave LiFe batteries laying loosely anywhere in a 



full size automobile (in the trunk, backseat, fl oor, etc.). Never 



leave them inside the vehicle indefi nitely, as temperatures 



can easily rise far in excess of 120°F and damage the battery. 



When transporting LiFe batteries, ALWAYS store them in a 



fi reproof container.



  For long term storage (more than 6 months) it is 



recommended to charge the battery fully, and then 



discharge it to 60% to 75% of its capacity.



  Store the battery at room temperature in a cool or shaded 



area, ideally between 40° to 80°F. Temperatures exceeding 



170°F for greater than 1 hour may cause damage to the 



battery and cause a fi re.



  NEVER allow LiFe batteries to freeze. This will damage 



the cells and reduce performance.



  ALWAYS make sure all plugs/connectors on the LiFe 



battery are covered, to prevent an accidental short.



  ALWAYS make sure that metallic objects, such as 



wristwatches, bracelets, or rings, are removed from your 



hands when handling LiFe packs. Accidentally touching 



battery terminals to any such objects could create a short 



circuit condition and possibly cause severe personal injury.



FIRST AID INSTRUCTIONS10
If the battery’s outer case is punctured, cracked, or torn, 



DO NOT allow the battery’s internal chemicals to get in the 



eyes or on skin. Wash aff ected areas with soap and water 



immediately if they come in contact with the electrolyte. 



If electrolyte makes contact with the eyes, fl ush with 



large amounts of water for 15 minutes and seek medical 



attention immediately! If a battery leaks electrolyte or gas 



vapors, do not inhale leaked material. Leave the area and 



allow the batteries to cool and the vapors to dissipate. 



Remove spilled liquid with absorbent towels and dispose.
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DISPOSAL OF LiFe BATTERIES11
Unlike NiCd batteries, LiFe batteries are environmentally 



friendly. For safety reasons, it’s best that LiFe cells be fully 



discharged before disposal (however, if a pack or cell is 



physically damaged, it is NOT recommended to discharge 



LiFe cells before disposal – see details below). Batteries 



must be cool before proceeding with disposal instructions.



To dispose of LiFe cells and packs:



1. If there are any signs that any LiFe cell in the pack has 



been physically damaged, resulting in a swollen cell or a 



split or tear in a cell’s covering, do NOT discharge the battery. 



Jump to step 5.



2. Place the LiFe battery in a fi reproof container or bucket 



of sand.



3. Connect the battery to a discharger. Set the discharge 



cutoff  voltage to the lowest possible value. Set the discharge 



current to a C/10 value, with “C” being the capacity rating of 



the pack. For example, the “1C” rating for a 1200mAh battery 



is 1.2A, and that battery’s C/10 current value is (1.2A / 10) 



0.12A or 120mA. Or, a simple resistive type of discharge load 



can be used, such as a power resistor or set of light bulbs, 



as long as the discharge current doesn’t exceed the C/10 



value and cause an overheating condition. It’s also possible 



to discharge the battery by connecting it to an ESC/motor 



system and allowing the motor to run indefi nitely until no 



power remains to further cause the system to function.



4. Discharge the battery until its voltage reaches 1.0V per 



cell or lower. For resistive load type discharges, discharge 



the battery for up to 24 hours.



5. Submerse the battery into bucket or tub of saltwater 



(5-10% salt solution). This container should have a lid, but 



it does not need to be airtight. Prepare a bucket or tub 



containing 3 to 5 gallons of cold water, and mix in 1/2 cup of 



salt per gallon of water. Drop the battery into the saltwater. 



Allow the battery to remain in the tub of saltwater for 7 to 



10 days.



6. After 7-10 days in the saltwater the LiFe battery can be 



removed. Please recycle the battery at your local battery 



recycling center. Do not dispose of the battery in the 



regular trash. 



For Technical Service and Support on your



Hobbico LiFeSource product, please contact:



Hobby Services (217) 398-0007



3002 N. Apollo Drive, Suite 1



Champaign, IL 61822



Or e-mail us at hobbyservices@hobbico.com



http://www.lifesourcebatteries.com
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Item found in the following categories;
> LiPo, LiFe, NiMH Battery > Li-Poly (All brands) 
> LiPo, LiFe, NiMH Battery > 25C Discharge 
> LiPo, LiFe, NiMH Battery > Turnigy nano-tech 



 RATED: PRODUCT ID: 9210000004



Turnigy nano-tech 950mah 1S 25~50C Lipo Pack (Fits Walkera V120,
X100)



Finally, a nano-tech has arrived for your Walkera V120 and X100 helicopters. Boost the
performance of your machine with this 1S 950mAh 25-50C high power Lipo. 



More than just a fancy name. TURNIGY nano-tech lithium polymer batteries are built with an LiCo  nano-
technology substrate complex greatly improving power transfer making the oxidation/reduction reaction
more efficient, this helps electrons pass more freely from anode to cathode with less internal impedance.
In short; less voltage sag and a higher discharge rate than a similar density lithium polymer (non nano-
tech) battery.
For those that love graphs, it means a straighter, longer curve. For pilots it spells stronger throttle punches
and unreal straight-up performance. 
Excellent news for 3D pilots!
 
Unfortunately with other big brands; numbers, ratings and graphs can be fudged. Rest assured, TURNIGY
nano-techs are the real deal, delivering unparalleled performance!



Spec.
Capacity: 950mAh
Voltage: 1S1P / 1 Cell / 3.7V
Discharge: 25C Constant / 50C Burst
Weight: 25g (including wire, plug & case)
Dimensions: 68x7x25mm
Discharge Plug: Walkera style / JST



* The nano-core technology in lithium ion batteries is the application of nanometer conductive additives. 
1) The nanometer conductive additives form ultrastrong electron-conducting networks in the electrodes
which can increase electronic conductivity. 
2) These additives create a superstrong ability for imbibition in the carrier liquid to supply more ion
channels. This improves the ability of ion transmission and ion diffusion. 
Through improving electronic conductivity and ion transmission, the impedance is reduced and the
polarization of high rate discharge decreases greatly.
Advantages over traditional Lipo batteries.
Power density reaches 7.5 kw/kg.
Less Voltage sag during high rate discharge, giving more power under load.
Internal impedance can reach as low as 1.2mΩ compared to that of 3mΩ of a standard Lipoly.
Greater thermal control, pack usually doesnt exceed 60degC
Thickness swelling during heavy load doesnt exceed 5%, compared to 15% of a normal Lipoly during heavy
load.
Higher capacity during heavy discharge. More than 90% at 100% C rate.
Fast charge capable, up to 15C on some batteries.
Longer Cycle Life, almost double that of standard lipoly technology.
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Capacity(mAh) 950
Config(s) 1
Discharge(c) 25
Weight(g) 25
Max Charge Rate (C) 5
Length-A(mm) 68
Height-B(mm) 7
Width-C(mm) 25



0
0
0
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46g 10+ Buy 1 $3.20



 Customer rated 4 crowns    



Write a review Share your views about this product with
the world and get a discount while you're at



it!Start a Review Blog



Overall Rating
12/01/2012
Caddman
5 likes



Value



Quality Like it?



At this price I bougth a few. About 1/3rd to 1/4th the price that they charge in the
USA. I will post on quality when I get them
5 stars so far....



No comments. Reply..
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Overall Rating



29/02/2012
HOTTI
39 likes



Value



Quality
Like it?



Super Lipos nutzte den als Empfängerakku für meinen DLG



No comments. Reply..
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8/03/2012
homzaracing
2 likes



Value



Quality
Like it?



This I used to power some LED's on my crawler didnt even need resistors and mad
it easier



No comments. Reply..



Overall Rating
11/04/2012
pertti.erkkila
11 likes



Value



Quality Like it?



Weight 24.1g, dimensions as stated. But real capacity seems to be around 700mAh
and IR is pretty high. C-value according IR is around 20C for that 700mAh
capacity.



No comments. Reply..
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Item found in the following categories;
> LiPo, LiFe, NiMH Battery > Li-Poly (All brands) 
> LiPo, LiFe, NiMH Battery > ZIPPY Lipoly 
> LiPo, LiFe, NiMH Battery > 20C Discharge 



 RATED: PRODUCT ID: Z850S20C



ZIPPY 850mAh 20C single cell 



ZIPPY 850mAh 20C single cell  
Dimensions: 50x31x7mm
Weight : 20.2g



 



 



Capacity(mAh) 850
Config(s) 1
Discharge(c) 20
Weight(g) 20
Max Charge Rate (C) 2
Length-A(mm) 50
Height-B(mm) 31
Width-C(mm) 7
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50g -11 Buy 1 $3.41



STOCK ARRIVAL ALERT
  



Enter your email address to get an email the second new stock arrives. 
Estimated factory delivery date;
Goods will be arrived at the earlier of May



 Customer rated 5 crowns    



Write a review Share your views about this product with
the world and get a discount while you're at



it!Start a Review Blog



Overall Rating
Bernakka
30 likes



Value UNRATED
Quality UNRATED 8 thumbs up!



Excellent batteries, light and small size. 
Ideal for smaller models or park flyer



No comments. Reply..



Overall Rating
apfelmitbirnen
13 likes



Value UNRATED
Quality UNRATED 1 thumbs up!



well lipo cell! an ideal battery for my hlg with the optional booster!



No comments. Reply..



Overall Rating
0011000011001
20 likes



Value UNRATED
Quality UNRATED 1 thumbs up!



These are excellent batteries!I was unsure at first,so I only got 2.I assembled them
into a 2cell pack for my gaui 200.WOW!!these batteries are alot better than the
stock gaui 2cell.If you have a gaui and need more power,these batteries are the
way to go!



Thanks,awesome product,I'll be buying more very soon.



No comments. Reply..
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Thomas Pachler 
161 likes



Value UNRATED
Quality UNRATED



Like it?



Very good Li-po single cell



5 Stars



No comments. Reply..
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rafmos
1550 likes



Value UNRATED
Quality UNRATED



Like it?



J'utilise cette cellule pour alimenter un r�pteur et deux mini-servos. Tout
fonctionne parfaitement !



I use this cell to power a receiver and two mini servos. Everything works perfectly!
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LITHIUM POLYMER BALANCE CHARGE PROGRAM  CONNECTION DIAGRAM



WARNING AND SAFETY NOTES



PROGRAM FLOW CHART  



CHARGING OF LITHIUM BATTERY IN CHARGE MODE



CHARGING OF LITHIUM BATTERY IN BALANCE  MODE



FAST CHARGING OF LITHIUM BATTERY



STORAGE CONTROL OF LITHIUM BATTERY



DISCHARGING OF LITHIUM BATTERY



CHARGING OF NICD/NIMH BATTERY



DISCHARGE OF NICD/NIMH BATTERY



CHARGE/DISCHARGE AND DISCHARGE/CHARGE CYCLE OF NICD/NIMH BATTERY



CHARGING OF THE PB BATTERY



DISCHARGING OF THE PB BATTERY



DATA STORAGE PROGRAM



LOAD DATA PROGRAM



VARIOUS INFORMATION IN THE PROGRAM



WARNING AND ERROR MESSAGE



WARRANTY AND SERVICE



INITIAL PARAMETER SETUP (USERS SET UP)











INTRODUCTION



INTRODUCTION
Thank you for purchasing the B6AC LiPo Balance Charger by iMAX.This product is a rapid 
charger with a high performance microprocessor and specialized operating software.  Please 
read this entire operating manual completely and attentively before using this product, as it 
covers a wide range of information on operating and safety. Or please do use this product in 
company with a specialist!
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.Scroll through the Main Menu



.Stop any charge processes



Input power port
11-18V DC



Alter values



cells in balance charge mode
See the status of individual



.Resume or start charge processes



.Confirm an action



Balance lead sockets
JST-XH ports



LCD display
(16 chr.* 2 lines)



AC input power port
(AC 100~240V,50/60HZ)



Output charge lead
4mm banana plug



Temperature 
sensor port











SPECIAL  FEATURES



SPECIAL  FEATURES



Optimized operating software
B6AC features the so-called AUTO function that set the feeding current during the process of 
charging or discharging. Especially for Lithium batteries, it can prevent the overcharging which 
may lead to an explosion due to the user's fault. It can disconnect the circuit automatically and 
alarm once detecting any malfunction.  All the programs of this product were controlled through 
two way linkage and communication, to achieve the maximum safety and minimize the trouble. 
All the settings can be configured by users!



Internal independent lithium battery balancer
B6AC employs an individual-cell-voltage balancer. It isn’t necessary to connect an external 
balancer for balance charging.



Balancing individual cells battery  discharging
During the process of discharging, B6AC can monitor and balance each cell of the battery 
individually. Error message will be indicated and the process will be ended automatically  if  the 
voltage of any single one cell is abnormal.



Adaptable to various type of lithium battery
B6AC is adaptable to various types of Lithium batteries, such as Li-ion, LiPo and the new LiFe 
series of batteries. 



Fast and storage mode of lithium battery
Purposes to charge Lithium battery  varies, ‘fast’ charge reduce the duration  of charging, 
whereas  ‘store’ state can control the final voltage  of your battery, so as to store for a long time 
and protect useful time of the battery.
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Maximum safety
Delta-peak sensitivity: The automatic charge termination program based on the principle of the 
Delta-peak voltage detection. When the battery's voltage exceeds the threshold, the process 
will be terminated automatically. 



SPECIAL  FEATURES



Automatic charging current limit
You can set up the upper limit of the charging current when charging your NiCd or NiMH battery; 
it is useful for the NiMH battery of  low impedance and capacity in the 'AUTO' charging mode.



Capacity limit
The charging capacity is always calculated as the charging current multiplied by time. If the 
charging capacity exceeds the limit, the process will be terminated automatically when you set 
the maximum value.



Temperature threshold*
The battery’s  internal chemical reaction will cause the temperature of the battery to rise. If the 
temperature limit is reached, the process will be terminated.
* This function is available by connecting optional temperature probe, which is not included in 
our package.



Processing time limit: 
You can also limit the maximum  process time to avoid  any possible defect.



Input power monitoring
To protect the car battery used as DC input power from being damaged, its voltage keeps being 
monitored. If it drops below the lower limit, the process will be ended automatically.



Data store/load
The maximum five batteries’data can be stored for users’convenience. You can keep the data 
pertaining to program setting of the battery of continuous charging or discharging. Users can 
call out these data at any time without any special program setting.
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Cyclic charging/discharging
1 to 5 cyclic and continuous process of charge>discharge or discharge>charge is operable for 
battery refreshing and Balancing  to stimulate the battery's  activity.



SPECIAL  FEATURES
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Specifications:



Operating voltage range: 



                                                    



Circuit power: 



             



Charge current range: 



Discharge current range:



Current drain for balancing Li-po:



NiCd/NiMH battery cell count: 



li-ion/Polymer cell count:



Pb battery voltage: 



Weight: 



Dimensions: 



DC11.0~18.0 Volt



AC in:100V~240V



           50/60Hz



Max. charge power 50W



Max. discharge power5W



0.1~5.0A



0.1~1.0A



300mA/cell



1~15cell



1~6 series



2V~20V



531g(Net Weight)



134 X 142 X 36mm



SPECIFICATIONS











Failure to connect as shown in this diagram will damage this charger.



WARNING:



The main battery leads must be connected along with the balance lead connector as shown before charging
 your battery ..



If using crocodile  clips as shown in above diagram, please notice they are unable to touch  
together!



WARNING:



LITHIUM POLYMER BALANCE CHARGE PROGRAM 
CONNECTION DIAGRAM



LITHIUM POLYMER BALANCE CHARGE PROGRAM 
CONNECTION DIAGRAM
This diagram shows the correct way to connect your battery to the B6ACcharger while charging 
in the balance charge program mode only.
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WARNING  AND  SAFETY NOTES  



WARNING  AND  SAFETY NOTES  



These warnings and safety notes are particularly important.Please follow the instructions 
for maximum safety; otherwise the charger and the battery can be damagedor at worst it 
can cause a fire.



Never leave the charger unattended when it is connected to its power supply. If any 
malfunction is found, TERMINATE THE PROCESS AT ONCE and refer to the operation 
manual.



Keep the charger well away from dust, damp, rain, heat, direct sunshine and vibration. 
Never drop it.



The allowable input voltage  is 11-18V DC/110-240V AC



This charger and the battery should be put on a heat-resistant, noninflammable and 
nonconductive surface. Never place them on a car seat, carpet or similar. Keep all the 
inflammable volatile materials away from operating area.



Make sure you know the specifications of the battery to be charged or discharged to 
ensure it meets the requirements of this charger.  If the program is set up incorrectly, 
the battery and charger may be damaged .It can cause fire or explosion due to 
overcharging. This warranty is not valid for any damage or subsequent damage 
arising as a result of a misuse or failure to observe the procedures outlined in this 
manual. 
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NiCd/NiMH  
           Voltage level: 1.2V/cell
           Allowable fast charge current: 1C-2C (depends on theperformance of cell)
           Discharge voltage cut off level: 0.85V/cell (NiCd), 1.0V/cell(NiMH)



Li-ion   Voltage level: 3.6V/cell
          Max. charge voltage: 4.1V/cell
          Allowable fast charge current: 1C or less
          Min. discharge voltage cut off level: 2.5V/cell or higher



LiPo Voltage level: 3.7V/cell
          Max. charge voltage: 4.2V/cell
          Allowable fast charge current: 1C or less
          Discharge voltage cut off level: 3.0V/cell or higher



LiFe  Voltage level: 3.3V/cell
          Max. charge voltage: 3.6V/cell
          Allowable fast charge current: 4C or less
          Discharge voltage cut off level: 2.0V/cell or higher



Pb    Voltage level: 2.0V/cell
        (Lead-acid)  Max. charge voltage: 2.46V/cell
        Allowable fast charge current: 0.4C or less
        Discharge voltage cut off level: 1.75V/cell or higher



 



WARNING  AND  SAFETY NOTES  
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WARNING  AND  SAFETY NOTES  



To avoid short circuit between the charge lead always connect the charge cable to the 
charger first, then connect the battery. Reverse the sequence when disconnecting.



Do not connect more than one battery pack to this charger at any one time.



Never attempt to charge or discharge the following types of batteries.



“ A battery pack which consists of different types of cells (including 
different manufacturers)



“ A battery that is already fully charged or just slightly discharged.



“ Non-rechargeable batteries (Explosion hazard).



“ Batteries that require a different charge technique from NiCd, NiMh, LiPo 
or Gel cell (Pb, Lead acid).



“ A faulty or damaged battery.



“ A battery fitted with an integral charge circuit or a protection circuit.



“ Batteries installed in a device or which are electrically linked to other 
components.



“ Batteries that are not expressly stated by the manufacturer to be suitable 
for the currents the charger carries during the charge process.
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WARNING  AND  SAFETY NOTES  



Please bear in mind the following points before commencing charging:



“ Did you select the appropriate program suitable for the type of battery you are  
charging?



“ Did you set up adequate current for charging or discharging?



“ Have you checked the battery voltage? Lithium battery packs can be wired in 
parallel and in series, i.e. a 2 cell pack can be 3.7V (in parallel) or 7.4V (in 
series).



“ Have you checked that all connections are firm and secure? Make sure there 
are no intermittent contacts at any point in the circuit.



Charging 



During charge process, a specific quantity of electrical energy is fed into the battery. The 
charge quantity is calculated by multiplying charge current by charge time. The maximum 
permissible charge current varies depending on the battery type or its performance, and can 
be found in the information by the battery manufacturer. Only batteries that are expressly 
stated to be capable of quick-charge are allowed to be charged at rates higher than the 
standard charge current.



Connect the battery to the terminal of the charger: red is positive and black is negative. Due to 
the difference between resistance of cable and connector, the charger can not detect 
resistance of the battery pack, the essential requirement for the charger to work properly is 
that the charge lead should be of adequate conductor cross-section, and high quality 
connectors which are normally gold-plated should be fitted to both ends
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WARNING  AND  SAFETY NOTES  



Always refer to the manual by the battery manufacturer pertaining to charging methods, 
recommended charging current and charging time. Especially, the Lithium battery should be 
charged according the charging instruction provided by the manufacturer strictly.



Attention  should be paid to the connection of Lithium battery especially.



Do not attempt to disassemble the battery pack arbitrarily



Please get highlighted that Lithium battery packs can be wired in parallel and in series. In the 
parallel connection, the battery’s capacity is calculated by multiplying single battery’s 
capacity by the number of cells with total voltage stay the same. The voltage’s imbalance may 
cause fire or explosion .Lithium battery is recommended to charge in series.



Discharging 



The main purpose of discharging is to clean residual capacity of the battery, or to reduce the 
battery’ voltage to a defined level. The same attention should be paid to the discharging 
process as charging. The final discharge voltage should be set up correctly to avoid deep-
discharging. Lithium battery can not be discharged to lower than the minimum voltage, or it will 
cause a rapid loss of capacity or a total failure. Generally, Lithium battery doesn’t need to be 
discharged. Please pay attention to the minimum voltage of Lithium battery to protect the 
battery.
 
Some rechargeable batteries have a memory effect. If they are partly used and recharged 
before the whole charge is accomplished, they remember this and will only use that part of 
their capacity next time. This is a ‘memory effect’  It is said that NiCd and NiMH batteries are 
suffering from memory effect. NiCd has more memory effect than NiMH.



Lithium batteries are recommended to be discharged partially rather than fully discharged. 
Frequent full discharging should be avoided if possible. Instead, charge the battery more often 
or use a battery of larger capacity.Full capacity cannot be used until it has been subjected to 
10 or more charge cycles. The cyclic process of charge and discharge will optimize the 
capacity of battery pack.
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PROGRAM FLOW CHART  
Program flow chart
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PROGRAM FLOW CHART    
Program flow chart
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As default this charger will be set to typical user settings when it is connected to  AC 110-240V or 
DC 11-18V for the first time. The screen displays the following information in sequence and the 
user can change the parameter on each screen.



If you need to alter the parameter value in the program, press Start/Enter  key to make it blink 
then change the value with INC  or DEC  key. The value will be stored by pressing 



Start/Enter  key once.



LiFe
V.Type            3.3V
LiFe
V.Type            3.3V



LiFe
V.Type            3.3V
LiFe
V.Type            3.3V



INC



DEC INC



INCDEC



LiFe
V.Type            3.3V
LiFe
V.Type            3.3V



User setup starting screen.



The screen displays the nominal voltage of Lithium battery. There are three kinds 



of Lithium battery: LiFe(3.3V), Lilo(3.6V) or LiPo(3.7V). This is very important so 



you have to check the battery carefully and set it up correctly. If it is different from 



correct value the battery may be exploded during charge process.



B6AC recognize the cell count of Lithium battery automatically at the beginning of 



charge or discharge process to avoid from erroneous setting by user. But deeply 



discharged battery can be perceived incorrectly. To prevent the error, you can set 



the time term to verify the cell count by the processor. Normally, 10 minutes are 



enough to perceive the cell count correctly. For the battery of larger capacity, you 



may extend the time term. But if you set the time term to long for the battery of 



smaller capacity, the charge or discharge process can be finished within the time 



term with the erroneous cell count. This may cause the fatal result. If the 



processor recognizes the cell count incorrectly at the beginning of charge or 



discharge process, you may extend the time. Otherwise, you had better use with 



the default value.



INITIAL PARAMETER SETUP (USERS SET UP)
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INCDEC



INCDEC



DEC INC



DEC INC



DEC INCDEC INC



INCDEC



This shows the trigger voltage for automatic charge termination of NiMH and 



NiCd battery. The effective value ranges from 5 to 20mV per cell. If the trigger 



voltage is set higher, there is a danger of overcharging the battery; if it is set 



lower ,  the re i s  a  poss ib i l i t y o f  p remature  te rmina t ion . P lease  re fe r  the 



technical specification of the battery. (NiCd default: 12mV, NiMH default: 7mV)



An optional feature using temperature probe contacting the surface of battery, 



the temperature cut-off can be on or off. If it is on, set the maximum tempera-



ture at which the charger should allow battery to reach during charge. Once a 



battery reaches this temperature during charge, the process wil l be termi-



nated to protect the battery. 



INITIAL PARAMETER SETUP (USERS SET UP)











INC



INC



INC



INC



INC



INC



DEC



DEC



DEC



DEC



DEC



DEC



-



-



-



-



+



+



+



+



LiFe
V.Type            3.3V



LiFe
V.Type            3.3V



The battery becomes warm after cycles of charge/discharge process. The 
program will insert  a time delay after each charge/discharge  process to 
allow the battery enough time to cool down before beginning next cycle of  
charge/discharge process. The valid value ranges from 0 to 60 minutes.



When the charge process starts, the integrated safety timer starts to run 
simultaneously. If error detected or the termination circuit can not detect 
whether the battery is fully charged or not, this unit is programmed to prevent 
overcharging. Please refer to the below statement to calculate the timer  you 
set.
Safe  timer  Calculation  
When charging NiCd or NiMH batteries, divide the capacity by current, then 
divide the result by 11.9, set this number of minutes as the value for safety 
timer setting. If the charger stopped at this time threshold, about 140% of the 
capacity will have been fed into the battery.
For example:
Capacity            Current              Safety Time 
2000mAh               2.0A            (2000/2.0=1000)/11.9=84   minutes
3300mAh               3.0A            (3300/3.0=1100)/11.9=92   minutes
1000mAh               1.2A            (1000/1.2=833)/11.9=70    minutes
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INITIAL PARAMETER SETUP (USERS SET UP)











The program is only suitable for charging/discharging Lithium(LiPo/LiIo/LiFe) batteries with a 
nominal voltage of 3.3/3.6/3.7V/cell. Different batteries have different charge technique. There 
are two methods termed as constant voltage and constant current. The charge current varies 
according to battery capacity and specification. The final voltage is very important; it should 
precisely match the voltage of the battery: LiPo is 4.2V, LiIo is 4.1V and LiFe is 3.6V. The current 
and voltage of the battery should be correctly set. 
When you want to change the values of parameters, please press START/ENTER key to make it 
blink and then use DEC or INC to change the value. Then press START/ENTER key again to 
store the value.



Lithium  LiPo/Lilo/LiFe program  
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INC



INC



INCINC



DEC



DEC



DECDEC
-- ++



LiFe
V.Type            3.3V



INC INCDEC DEC
- +



LiFe
V.Type            3.3V



LiFe
V.Type            3.3V



The program provides maximum capacity protection function. If the Delta-
peak voltage can not be detected or the safety timer times out, the charge 
process will stop automatically, when the battery reaches the user-set 
maximum charge capacity,



The beep to confirm users' operation sounds every time a button is pressed. 
The beep or melody sounds at various times during operation to confirm 
different mode change. These functions can be switched on or off. 



This function monitors the voltage of the input battery used to power this 
charger. If the voltage is lower than user-set value, the program will end 
forcibly to protect the input battery.



INITIAL PARAMETER SETUP (USERS SET UP)











NiMH Sensitivity
D.Peak    Default



NiMH Sensitivity
D.Peak    Default



INCINC DECDEC
-- ++



Start
Enter



Batt type
   Stop ‘>3 seconds’



 Start
 Enter



NiMH Sensitivity
D.Peak    Default



Charged
capacity



Number
of
cells



Charging
time



Charging
current



Battery
voltage



The left side of the first line shows the type of battery you choose. 
The value on the left of the second line of the charger is current 
user  set ,  Af ter  set t ing the current  and vo l tage, press 
START/ENTER key for more than 3 seconds to start the 
process.(charge current: 0.1-5.0A, voltage: 3.7-22.2V).



This displays the number of cells you set up and the processor 
detects. “R” shows the number of cells detected by the charger 
and “S” is the number of cells set by you at the previous screen. If 
both numbers are identical you can start charging by press 
START/ENTER button. If not, press BATT TYPE/STOP button to 
go back to previous screen to carefully check the number of cells 
of the battery pack before going ahead.



This screen shows the real-time status during charge process. 
Press BATT TYPE/STOP key once to stop the charge process.



CHARGING OF LITHIUM BATTERY IN CHARGE MODE   



Charging of Lithium battery   



This charging mode is for charging Li-Po/Ion/Fe battery without balance lead. 



Charging lithium battery in the charge mode
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NiMH Sensitivity
D.Peak    Default



NiMH Sensitivity
D.Peak    Default



INCINC DECDEC
-- ++



Start
Enter



Batt type
   Stop ‘>3 seconds’



 Start
 Enter



NiMH Sensitivity
D.Peak    Default



Charged
capacity



Number
of
cells



Charging
time



Charging
current



Battery
voltage



The left side of the first line shows the type of battery you choose. 
The value on the left of the second line of the charger is current 
user  set ,  Af ter  set t ing the current  and vo l tage, press 
START/ENTER key for more than 3 seconds to start the 
process.(charge current: 0.1-5.0A, voltage: 3.7-22.2V).



This displays the number of cells you set up and the processor 
detects. “R” shows the number of cells detected by the charger 
and “S” is the number of cells set by you at the previous screen. If 
both numbers are identical you can start charging by press 
START/ENTER button. If not, press BATT TYPE/STOP button to 
go back to previous screen to carefully check the number of cells 
of the battery pack before going ahead.



This screen shows the real-time status during charge process. 
Press BATT TYPE/STOP key once to stop the charge process.



CHARGING OF LITHIUM BATTERY IN BALANCE MODE  



Balance Charging of Lithium battery   



This function is for balancing the voltage of Lithium-polymer battery cells while charging. In the 
balance mode, the battery needs to have a balance lead to connect to the individual balance port 
at the right side of the charger. And you need to connect the battery's power lead to the output of 
charger.
Charging in this mode is different from the normal modes, because the built-in processor 
monitors voltage of individual cell and control input current fed into each cell to equlized voltage 
of individual cell.



Charging lithium battery in the balance mode
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NiCd Sensitivity
D.Peak    Default



NiCd Sensitivity
D.Peak    Default



INCINC DECDEC



-- ++



Start
Enter



Start
Enter



Batt type
   Stop ‘>3 seconds’



Current
voltage
battery



Suppiled
capacity



Charge
current



Charging
timeNumber



of
cells



The value on the left side of the second lines sets the charge 
current. The value on the right side of the second lines sets the 
battery pack's voltage. After setting current and voltage, press 
STAR/ENTER for more than 3 seconds to start the process.



This displays the number of cells you set up and the processor 
detects. “R” shows the number of cells detected by the charger and 
“S” is the number of cells set by you at the previous screen. If both 
numbers are ident ica l you can star t charging by press 
START/ENTER button. If not, press BATT TYPE/STOP button to go 
back to previous screen to carefully check the number of cells of 
the battery pack before going ahead.



This screen shows the real-time status during charge process. 
Press BATT TYPE/STOP key once to stop the charge process.



 



FAST CHARGING OF LITHIUM BATTERY   
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Fast charging of Lithium battery 



Charging lithium battery in the fast charge  mode



Charging current will become lower when it progress to the end of charging. A specific CV 
process will be reduced to end the charging process earlier. In fact, the charging current will 
goes to 1/5 when the charging process comes to 1/10. Charging capacity will be  little smaller 
than normal charging, but charging time will be shortened accordingly.











STORAGE CONTROL OF LITHIUM BATTERY 



This function is for charging/discharging batteries which are not used at once. This program is 
designed for charging or discharging of batteries of specific original state. They are classified by 
types: 3.75V Lilo, 3.85V LiPo and 3.3V LiFe. The program will begin to discharge if the original 
state of the battery exceeds the voltage level of storage.



Storage control of Lithium battery
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At this screen, you can set up the current and voltage of the battery 
pack. Charging and discharging will make the batteries come to the 
voltage level of “storage” state.



T h i s  s c r e e n  s h o w s t h e  r e a l - t i m e  s t a t u s c h a r g i n g .  P r e s s  B AT T  
TYPE/STOP key once to stop the charge process.



Number
of
cells



DEC



-



Batt type
   Stop



Elapsed
time



INC
+



Charge 
or discharge
current



Supplied
capacity



DEC



Start
Enter



-



‘>3 seconds’



INC
+



Current
voltage
battery



Charging lithium battery in the storage  mode











DISCHARGING  OF LITHIUM BATTERY



Discharging of Lithium battery



Number
of
cells



DEC



NiCd Sensitivity
D.Peak    Default



-



Batt type
   Stop



elapsed
time



INC
+



Battery
voltage



DEC



Start
Enter



-



‘>3 seconds’



INC
+



Discharged
capacity



The value of discharge current on the left can not exceed 1C, and the 
value on the right can not be under the voltage recommended by the 
manufacturer to avoid deep discharging. Press START/ENTER for 
more than 3 seconds to start discharging.



This shows the real-time status of discharging, you can press BATT 
TYPE/STOP key to stop discharging.



discharge
 current
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INC



The processor detects voltage of one cell is too low.



The  4 th  ce l l was  damaged .  The va lue  o f  vo l t age may  be  ze ro i f  
disconnection occurs.



The processor monitors voltage of each cell when the battery packs are during its “storage” and 
“discharging” process. If voltage of any cell is abnormal,B6AC will show error message and 
terminate the program forcibly. So if there is battery damage or disconnection, you can see the 
error message and press INC to know which cell is damaged.



Voltage balancing and monitoring in the discharge process











Charging  of  NiCd/NiMH battery



DEC



NiCd Sensitivity
D.Peak    Default



-



Batt type
   Stop



Elapsed
time



INC
+



DEC



Start
Enter



-



‘>3 seconds’



INC
+



Charged
capacity



Battery
type



Charge 
current



Battery
voltage



This program is for charging of NiCd/NiMH batteries associated with R/C 
models applications. You can press START/ENTER key to make it bl ink 
a n d  t h e n  I N C o r  D E C  t o c h a n g e  t h e  p a r a m e t e r v a l u e .  P r e s s  
START/ENTER key to store the value.
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CHARGING  OF  NICD/NIMH  BATTERY



This program charge the battery using the current you set up. In the “auto” state, you should set 
up the upper limit of the charge current to avoid damage by excessive feeding current. Some 
batteries of low resistance and capacity can lead to higher current in the “auto” charging mode. 
But in the manual mode, it will charge with the current you set. You can make it blink in the current 
field and press INC and DEC simultaneously to swap between Auto and Manual Mode. NOTE: 
Allowable fast charge current: 1C-2C 



The screen shows the real-t ime status. Press BATT TYPE/STOP key to 
end the program. The sound will emitted to indicates the end of program.  



Charging NiCd/NiMH  battery in the charge mode











DISCHARGE  OF  NICD/NIMH  BATTERY



Discharge  of  NiCd/NiMH  battery



Discharge 
current



The screen indicates the discharging state. You can press 
START/ENTER key to alter discharge current. Press START/ENTER 
again to store the value. Press BATT TYPE/STOP key to stop 
discharging. The emitted sound alerts the end of discharging.



Battery
type



Battery
voltage



Elapsed
time



Discharged
capacity



Batt type
   Stop



Start
Enter ‘>3 seconds’



DEC INC DEC INC



Set charge current on the left and the final voltage on the right. Range 
of the charge current is 0.1-1.0A; range of final voltage is 0.1-25.0V. 
Press START/ENTER key for more than 3 seconds to start the 
program.



- + - +
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Charge/discharge and discharge/charge cycle of  NiCd/NiMH battery



CHARGE/DISCHARGE AND DISCHARGE/CHARGE CYCLE OF  NICD/NIMH BATTERY



Battery
type



DEC



NiCd Sensitivity
D.Peak    Default



NiCd Sensitivity
D.Peak    Default



-



Batt type
   Stop



Elapsed
time



INC
+



Discharge
or charge 
current



Battery
voltage



DEC



Start
Enter



-



‘>3 seconds’



INC
+



Discharged
or charged
capacity



You can set up sequence on the left and the number of cycles on the 
right. Range of the cycle number is 1-5.



Press BATT TYPE/STOP key to stop program, you can press 
START/ENTER key to alter charge current. The sound indicates the 
end of program. 



When it approaches to the end, you can see the capacity of the 
battery being charged or discharged. You can press INC or DEC key 
to display result of each cycle.
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CHARGING  OF  THE  PB BATTERY



Charging  of  the  Pb battery



Battery
type



DEC



-



Batt type
   Stop



Elapsed
time



INC
+



Charge 
current



Battery
voltage



DEC



Start
Enter



-



‘>3 seconds’



INC
+



Charged
capacity



Set up the charge current on the left and nominal voltage on the right. 
Range of current is 0.1-5.0A, the voltage should match the battery being 
charged. Press START/ENTER key for more than 3 seconds to start 
charging. 



The screen displays the real- t ime discharging status.  Press 
START/ENTER key to alter discharge current. Press START/ENTER key 
again to store the parameter value you set. Press BATT TYPE/STOP key 
to end the program. 
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This program is only suitable for charging Pb lead-acid battery with nominal voltage from 2 to 
20V. Pb lead-acid battery is completely different from NiCd/NiMH battery. These batteries can 
only deliver current lower in comparison to their capacity. The same restriction applies to the 
charging process. Consequently, the optimum charge current can only be 1/10 of the capacity. 
Pb battery can not be used for fast-charging, please follow the instructions provided by the 
battery manufacturer.
Due to the chemistry characteristic of Pb battery, the cut off point may be difficult to detect 
sometimes. We recommend user to use CAPACITY CUT OFF feature to protect the battery. 
You can press START/ENTER key to make it blink and alter the value of parameters using INC or 
DEC key, press START/ENTER key to store the value.



Charging Pb (lead-acid)  battery in the charge mode











DISCHARGING  OF  THE  PB BATTERY



Discharging  of  t he  Pb  battery



DEC



-



Batt type
   Stop



INC
+



DEC



Start
Enter



-



‘>3 seconds’



INC
+



Set up the charge current on the left and nominal voltage on the right. 
Range of discharge current is 0.1-1.0A, the voltage should match the 
battery being charged. Press START/ENTER key for more than 3 
seconds to start charging.



The screen displays the real- t ime discharging status.  Press 
START/ENTER key to alter discharge current. Press START/ENTER key 
again to store the parameter value you set. Press BATT TYPE/STOP key 
to end the program.



Battery
type



Elapsed
time Discharge 



current



Battery
voltageDischarged



capacity
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DEC INC
DECDEC



--
INCINC



++



DECDEC
--



INCINC
++



Start
Enter 



‘>3seconds’



Set up the discharge current and final voltage.



Saving the data



Set up the charge/ discharge sequence and cycle number.



DATA STORAGE  PROGRAM 



Data storage  program 
For your convenience,B6AC has a data storage and load program. It can store five battery data 
representing the respective specifications of batteries. You can call back the data when charging 
or discharging without setting up the program again. Press START/ENTER key to make it blink, 
and use INC or DEC to set up the parameter.



Voltage



DEC



Data
number



INC



Capacity



DEC
-



INC
+



Type of
battery



Start
Enter



Start
Enter



‘>3seconds’Batt type
stop Set up the charge current in the manual mode, or current limit in the auto 



mode. Press INC and DEC key simultaneously to make the current field 
blink to switch the charge mode.



Setting of the parameter in the screen will not affect the charge and 
discharge process. They just present the specification of the battery. 
The example is NiMH battery pack, including 12 cells, the capacity is 
3000m Ah.
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LOAD  DATA  PROGRAM



Load  data  program
This program is to load the data stored at the “save data” program. Press START/ENTER key to 
make the data field blink and press INC or DEC for more than 3 seconds to load the data.



Start
Enter



Start
Enter



‘>3seconds’



Choose the data number you want to call back. The data you want to call 
back will be displayed. 



Loading the data.
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DEC



VARIOUS  INFORMATION  IN  THE  PROGRAM  



DEC



DEC



DEC



DEC



It comes to the final voltage when the program ended. 



Displayed temperature cut-off function is turn on.



The external temperature is displayed when the temperature probe is 
used. 



The battery is connected with each port through cable; you can check 
voltage of each cell in the battery pack. When the cable is connected 
with the ports on the charger, the program will display voltage of up to 6 
batteries. 



Various  information  in  the  program  
You can inquire various  information on the LCD screen during the charging and discharging 
process. Press DEC key, the charger will display users' setting. You can press INC key to 
monitor voltage of each cell while the battery is connected with each port of the charger.



Displayed safety timer is turn on and duration of time in minutes.



Displayed capacity cut-off function is turn on and the setting value of 
capacity.
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4.14  4.16  4.09
0.00  0.00  0.00











WARNING  AND  ERROR MESSAGE



Warning  and  error  message
B6AC incorporates a variety of functions for the systems to verify processes and the state of the 
electronics. In case of an error the screen will display the cause of error and emit an audible 
sound.



Incorrect polarity connected.



Battery connection is interrupted.



Short-circuit of the output termination.



The voltage of the battery pack has been selected incorrectly! 



The charger has malfunctioned for some reason. Seek professional 
advice.



The voltage is lower than which is set. Please check the number of cells 
in the battery pack.
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INPUT  VOL  ERR Input voltage incorrect.











Voltage of one cell in the battery pack is too low, please check the 
voltage of each cell.



Voltage of one cell in the battery pack is too high; please check the 
voltage of each cell.



The voltage is higher than which is set. Please check the number of 
cells in the battery pack.



Wrong connection of the connector detected; please check the 
connector and cable.



The internal temperature is too high, please cool down.



The processor cannot control the feeding current, please repair it.



WARNING  AND  ERROR MESSAGE
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We guarantee this product to be free of manufacturing and assembly defects for a period 
of one year from the time of purchase. The warranty only applies to material or operational 
defects, which are present at t he time of purchase. During that period, we will repair or 
replace free of service charge for products deemed defective due to those causes.



You will be required to produce proof of purchase (invoice or receipt). This warranty is not 
valid for any damage or subsequent damage arising as a result of misuse, modification or 
as a result of failure to observe the procedures outlined in this manual. 



Warranty  and  service
WARRANTY  AND  SERVICE
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Printed  in China        2009
All specifications and  figures are subject to change without notice.
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TP610C USER'S MANUAL



TP610C 1 THUNDER POWER RC











1: LCD screen  2: Upgrade connector 3: BL-2 (balance tap) connector 4: Charge Output 5: Enter/Stop button  6: INC button
7: DEC button  8: SEL/MODE button  9: Data port 10: Power input



Note:Please refer BL-2 connection diagram for TP batteries (page 9).



User's Manual
System Features1.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)



Highly efficient Digital power system
Specially designed for safe Lipo and A123 charging.
Individual cell over charge protect (when balancing).
25 programmable memories for each battery type.
Adjustable charge mode algorithms.
Adjustable discharge cut-off voltage.
Fast balance charging.
Backlit LCD display.
Lipo and A123 battery recovery mode
Input/Output polarity protection.



Specifications2.
a)
b)
c)



Input Power: 11-16V DC/10Amp at maximum charge rate
Memory profile: 25 Memories for each battery type
Supported battery chemistries:
Lipo/NiMH/Nicd/PB/A123
Charge voltage and cells: Lipo battery:1-6cell



 CC to CV charge voltage: 4.18V/cell
 Full Charge Voltage 4.2V/Cell
NiMh, Nicd battery: 1-14cells
PB(SLA) battery: 6V/12V/24V
A123 Battery: 1-6cells



 CC to CV change voltage: 3.6V /Cell
 Full charge voltage: 3.65V/Cell









e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)
m)
n)
o)
p)
q)
r)
s)



Charge Current: 0.25A---10A
Charge control type Lipo/A123: CC/CV
Charge Nicd/NiMH: constant current –V delta peak
Charge/discharge cycles: 9 cycles
Discharge rate: 50mA- 1Amp
Discharge capacity: 7 Watt (Max 1A)
Capacity display: 0-9999mAH
Timeout limit: 2-10 hour (User selectable)
Display Tolerance: 0.5%
Display Type: Backlit 2 x 16 dot LCD
Charge maximum output: 80 Watt
Output Charge Terminal: 4mm standard banana jack
Input wire: 16 AWG silicon insulated.
Size: 118 x 85 x 28 (mm)/4.65”x3.4”x1.1”
Weight: 265g/9.4OZ
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3. Cautions!!!
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)



Do not charge in a vehicle
Use a high quality power supply for input power source
Do not charge in direct sun light
Do not charge when ambient temperature is extremely high
Use and store in a dry environment
Charge in an isolated area away from flammable objects
Do not attempt to charge when battery pack is hot
Do not charge unattended
Do not use automotive battery chargers for power source
Make sure to check battery chemistry settings before charging.
Make sure to check that cell count is correct (Lipo/A123/PB).



**Model name and software version identification.
While powering up, the model name and software version should be displayed on
the LCD for 2 seconds.



**LCD display abbreviations:
CC: Constant current
CHG: Charge mode
CH : Higher voltage cell



CV: Constant voltage
DCH: Discharge mode
CL: Lower voltage cell



F-: Charge or discharge complete



C1-C6: Cell#1—Cell#6



Connection to power supply and battery
1. Connect the input power leads to a 12V deep cycle battery or regulated power supply (observing polarity) Note:When you



charge at maximum rating , the input current required is a minimum of 10A.
2. Connect battery pack to output terminal (observing polarity) and balancer connector (see page 9).



**Note: The battery type setting must be correct (incorrect battery settings may result in a fire).



System option settings



(Warning:**Be sure the battery settings are correct before starting a charge cycle .**)
Press and hold the [SEL] button for 2 seconds, the LCD displays as follows;



Quickly press the [SEL] button again to scroll down the display.



Select battery chemistry
Lipo , Nicd, NiMH, PB (SLA), A123
Press[INC] or [DEC] to make selection



Delta peak voltage settings for Nicd or NiMH batteries only
Default is: NiCD=15mV, NiMH=5mV
Adjustment allows for “hotter” or “cooler” charge.
Press [INC] or [DEC] to change settings.



Key Tone ON or OFF
Press [INC] or [DEC] to change settings.



Input power error voltage setting.
Keeps you from over discharging your car battery while at the field. Set at
11V when charging from a car battery.
Press [INC] or [DEC] to change settings.



Allows you to set the percenta ge of full charge of a LiPo
or A123 battery.
Press [INC] or [DEC] to change settings.
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LiPo/A123 CHG Option
100% Chg



INPUT PWR OPTION
LVC: 11.0V



KEY TONE OPTION
KeyTone ON



Delta-V Setting
NiCd 15mV



BATTERY TYPE
NiCd



THUNDER POWER
TP610C V5.0











LiPo /A123 Discharge cutoff voltage settings (Lipo/A123 mode only)
Press[INC] or [DEC] to change settings.



LiPo or A123 initial charge timer:
If a pack is over discharged, the charge current will  be minimized until the pack voltage
achieves a minimum safe starting level.
Press [INC] or [DEC] to change settings.



PB (SLA) TOPOFF voltage setting (default 2.45V/Cell)
Please refer to battery manufacturers product manual.



Display cycle memory data.(Nicd/NiMH mode only)
This function can display the stored cycle data.
“D”: Discharge capacity in mAH , “C”: Charge capacity in mAH



Press and hold [ENT] button for 2sec to clear all cycle memory slotsmAHr



System timeout setting:
The maximum operating time is adjustable between 2 and 10 hours.
Press [INC] or [DEC] to adjust (default setting is 5 hour).



**Press and hold [SEL] button for 2 seconds return to main menu screen.



MainMenuLCD Screen
Press [SEL] key : Charge > discharge > balancer checking mode (Lipo/A123 mode only)



[SEL] [SEL]



Select memory profile M1 to M10 (all battery types used in same manner)
The charge mode settings can be set in any memory (25 memories) or left in previously used charge settings. Memory setting mode
can be stored at M1 to M25. The most frequently used charge settings can be stored to a specifically assigned memory slot. In normal
mode, previously used charge settings are used.



*Memory slot select



PRESS [INC] or
[DEC]]



Previously used settings
PRESS
[ENT]



Normal ModeMemory mode



To modify charge settings:



The charge current can be changed to either a memory or normal mode. Press the [ENT] button, the present variable setting will begin
to flash. Then, press [INC] or [DEC] to change to a desired value while it continues to flash.



ChargeLipo/A123 BatteryPack
To start Charge: Select cell count and current. Then press [ENT] button for 2seconds.



**Very Important: Be sure the cell count is correct **.



Charge start



[ENT] [ENT]



Press INC or DEC to select
The desired cell count



Press [ENT] for 2 seconds to
start charge



Press INC or DEC
to change
current setting
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LiPo Charge
3s PACK 10.0A



LiPo Charge
3s PACK 10.0A



LiPo CHARGE
3s PACK  10.0A



LiPo/A123 Charge
3s PACK  10.0A



LiPo/123 Charge [M:20]
3s PACK 10.0A



LiPo/123 Charge [Sel]
3s PACK 10.0A



LiPo CHARGE [Mxx]
5s PACK 10.0A



LiPo Discharge
5s PACK 10.0A



Checking
Balancer >>>>>



SYSTEM TIME OUT
MAX TIME: xxHour



Cycle Data Cy:#1
D:00000 C:00000



PB Charge TOPOFF
2.45V/CELL



LiPo/A123 Init Charge
TimeOut: 10 MIN



LiPo/A123 Dchg Option
CUT OFF: 3.45V











Cell count reconfirm message



The following display is informing you that the pack is at an unsafe voltage level. Double check the pack cell count again.  If the cell count is
correct, press [INC] to continue charge.



Lipoly/A123 battery pack charge sequences( see Fig-2)



Lipoly charging sequence is shown below. Each step is specially
designed for the safe lipoy charge algorithm.



Fig-2 Start charge



Fig-3



Balancer data display



Press [SEL] for 2seconds to
display the balancer data



1. Checking Pack voltage: The charger scans the pack
voltage. It requires 3.2V/cell Lipo and 2.6V/cell A123 as a
minimum voltage to start charge.



Checking balancer: The charger reads the balancer data for
30 seconds. If the balancer connector is not attached,
simply press [INC] to skip the balancer checking mode.



If a balancer is connected to the data port, you can find
the balancer model name, imbalance and pack voltage. It
takes at least 10-30 seconds to get the balancer data.



Initial charge: If the pack voltage is too low, the charge
current will be reduced until the pack voltage reaches a safe
voltage. Wait for the initial charge to finish. If a timeout
error occurs, please charge again or check the pack
conditions. This timeout error is caused by an over
discharged pack (see option settings for adjustment of this
timer).



CC Charge (constant current charge):
CV Charge (Constant voltage charge):
Charge is completed.



2.



3.



4.



5.
6.
7.



Press[SEL] for 2 seconds to
Exit.



Charge complete



Charge current adjustment during C/C charge
The charge current setting can be adjusted from 0.25A to 125% of original charge setting while in CC charge.
Press [INC] or [DEC] to change current.



Check balancer data during CC/CV charge:
Press [SEL] key for 2 seconds, the LCD should display as shown in fig-3.
Press INC or DEC to scroll up and down to see each cell and imbalance voltage.



Check charge options and input power voltage during charge:
Quickly press [SEL] key, the LCD will display the charge options and input voltage.
**CC (Constant current) charge:
**CV (Constant voltage charge
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F- 25.000V 3.0A
00200mAh 0:20:00



C5:  4.100V IntBal
C6:  4.110V 0.010



Li 25.000V 3.0cv
00000mAh 0:00:00



C3: 4.100V IntBal
C4 4.110V 0.010



Li 25.000V 3.0cc
00000mAh 0:00:00



C1: 4.100V IntBal
C2: 4.110V 0.010



Charge 20.000V
Initial charge 05



CH:  4.100V 6sPak
CL: 4.110V 0.010



Balancer Connected
IntBal 1M:0.010



(C)CELL#.1 2 3 4 5 6
B.STATUS o o o o o o



Checking >>>>>
Balancer...



Checking 20.00V
Pack Voltage



XX Cell selected
Charge If Correct



Cell count Error
May Cause Fire











Battery recovery mode for Lipo and A123
When a battery pack is extremely over discharged, the charger will refuse to initiate. At this time, you can increase the voltage to normal
by using recovery mode. We strongly recommend this mode for experienced users only. When the LCD screen displays as below and the
charge begins, press the [INC] key to activate a recovery charge mode. It is timed for 1 minute.



Press [INC] key to recover low pack voltage. (Timed 1minute)



Note 1: Carefully investigate the battery pack for physical damage and individual ce ll voltages before using this
function. Note 2: Double check that the cell count is correct.



How to check the balancer data while in idle mode
Press the [SEL] key until the LCD screen displays as shown below. If a balancer is connected, the screen will display the battery cell and
imbalance voltages.



Connect your battery’ balance connector to the charger’ balancer connector
or use the included BL-2 PCB (see page 9).



ENT



Press the [ENT] key to retrieve the input and output voltages.



Other important safety functions activated during charge for Lipo and A123 battery with balancer



1. Over charge protect: If any cell  reaches 4.28V, the charging process will be interrupted with an error message.



Imbalance over 0.2V charge interruption: If any imbalance in the pack reaches greater than 0.2 v olt, an error
message will be displayed along with an interruption of the charging process.



Incorrect cell count setting: If the cell count setting does not match the voltage of the connected battery, an error
message occurs. The charge will be interrupted.



2.



3.



How to know the balancer is linked with charger



If the balancer successfully links to the charger , the “ ^ “ symbol will appear
on the LCD screen as shown to the right. This will flash every second to update
the pack voltage. This symbol will not display during “INITIAL CHARGING”
mode. “^” :Balancer Sign



Nicd/NiMH Charge



Press the [Sel] key for 2 seconds, then select the battery type, either Nicd or NiMH. (see OPTION settings)
Memory or previously used charge mode:
Press [INC] or [DEC] to select memory number while [Sel]  flashes.



NiCd Battery NiMH Battery



Quickly press the [ENT] key, then the value will flash. Select a desired charge current by pressing [INC] or [DEC] from 0.25 to 10A (We
recommend setting to a 1C charge current for best results).Then press the [ENT] key for 2 seconds to begin charging. To check the option
settings and input voltage while charging, quickly press the [Sel] key.
**Delta peak voltage setting:
NiCd: 5-25mV adjustable (Default value 15mV).
NiMH 3-15mV adjustable (Default value 5mV).



If you have experienced an unexpected undercharge or overcharge, simply increase or decrease the -delta peak voltage. (the default
settings are widely used for most of batteries)



**For NiMH Battery:
Do not charge higher than 1C for best results.
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NiMH Charge[Sel]
A=Auto C=5.0A



NiCd Charge[Sel]
V=Auto C=5.0A



Li 21.000V 3.0cc
00000mAh ^ 0:00:00



INPUT:12.000V
OUTPUT:22.000V



Checking >>>>
Balancer Data



Li 20.000V 0.00A
Voltage Low Recover [+]











PB (SLA) Charge



As [Sel] flashes, press the [INC] or [DEC] buttons to select a memory position. Quickly press the [ENT] key, the memory slot position
                                                         will flash. Select a desi red current and voltage by  pressing the [INC] or [DEC]. Press the [ENT] key
                                                         for 2 seconds to initiate charging.



Nicd/NiMH cycler



Quickly press the [ENT] button. The charge, discharge current and number of cycles will
flash. Press [INC] or [DEC] to change values while the screen flashes.
Press the [ENT] button for 2 seconds to begin a cycle (charge/discharge).



Number of
cycles Press [inc] or [dec]



to check each
cycle’ data.



D: discharge
C: charge



mAh



To check cycle data during a cycle:
Press the [INC] or [DEC] button.



Note: The cutoff voltage is the same as in discharge mode.



Discharge (Lipoly and A123 batteries)



Quickly press the [Ent] button. The cell count and discharge current will
flash. Press [INC] or [DEC] to change values while flashing. Press the
[ENT] key for 2 seconds to start discharge.



Discharge Current



Note 1: The discharge cutoff voltage can be adjusted through the system option settings (See “system option
settings”)
Note 2: We recommend Lipo and A123 discharge mode only for checking the capacity of those packs.
Note3: Discharge will be refused if the pack voltage is lower than 50% of rated capacity (approx. 3.6v/cell).



Discharge of Nicd and NiMH batteries



Quickly press the [Ent] button. The discharge current and discharge cutoff voltage will
flash. Press [INC] or [DEC] to change values while the f lashing takes place.
Press the [ENT] button for 2 seconds to initiate discharge.



Discharge
cutof f voltage



Discharge
Current



Discharge PB/SLA battery



Quickly press the [Ent] button. The pack voltage and discharge current
will flash. Press [INC] or [DEC] to change values while the f lashing
takes place. Press the [ENT] button for 2 seconds to initiate discharge.



Pack Voltage Discharge
Current



Note: Voltage limit: 6V/12V/24. Current limit: 0.25A-1A
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PB Discharge
12VPack D=1.0A



Nicd Discharge
6.0V D=1.0A



Lipo/A123 Discharge
3sPACK D=1.0A



Cycle Data [CL #5]
D:0000 C:0000



NiMh Cycle [CL #5]
C=1.0A D=1A



PB Charge [Sel]
12VPack C= 5.0A











Definitions



1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.



1C charge : Current of 1 times the rated capacity of the battery. Example: 4000mAh Pack = 4A charge
2s: 2 CELLS in series connection. Example:  a 2s pack has the voltage of 2 cells (3.7 X 2 = 7.4V).
CC Charge: Constant current charge.
CV charge: Constant voltage charge.
CH: Higher cell voltage.
CL: Lower cell voltage
Imbalance voltage: Maximum voltage differential between any cells within a pack.



Error Message and symptoms
1. “Voltage error or Wrong Polarity”



Check Output battery connection.
Check Battery polarity



Battery may be over discharged (check battery voltage)
“TIMEOUT INITIAL CHARGE”



Battery is over discharged or wrong cell count. Run
a recovery sequence (See Recovery charge). Check
cell counts.



“Wrong CELL COUNT”
Check the series cell count of the battery.



“Over Charge to 4.3V”
Charge interrupted by an over charged cell.
Check individual cell voltages and run a balance charge using 0.5A current
setting. Monitor each cells voltage during this charge.



“UNDER VOLTGE”
Voltage too low, the battery was o ver discharged (any cell under approx. 3.6 volts) .



“CHARGING INCOMPLETED”
Charge not completed, check battery then charge again.



“Failure Input power”
Low INPUT Power voltage
Check INPUT POWER source capacity (10A, 12V minimum at maximum charge rating)



“Failure OUTPUT circuit”
Check battery connections.



“IMBALANCE OVER 0.2V”
Check battery pack voltage. The pack may have one or more unbalanced cells.
Charge at 0.5 amp while simultaneously balancing.



“SYSTEM TIME OUT”
Increase timeout setting (See “option settings”)



2.



3.



4.



5.



6.



7.



8.



9.



10.



How to check the data previous to an error interruption:
All the data previous to an error interruption (current/voltage/capacity/timer) is kept until the [Ent] button is pressed. Press simply press
the [Sel] button to retrieve. Note: A power interruption to the charger will cause a loss of this data.
to check it out what the progress was before interrupt.



**Press the [Sel] button
to retrieve.



the last interruped dataEC: charge
ED: discharge
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ED: 21.000V 1.0A
01500mAh 0:00:00











Example: TP 4 / 5 cell lipo pack connection diagram



BL-2 connector PCB



Use both
connectors
for 6s TP
pack



** TP Pack connections **
2/3s Pack: use 2-3s connector
4/5s Pack: use 4-5s connector
6s pack: use 2-3s and 6s connectors
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NOTE:
2-3-4-5-6s CONNECTORS ARE FOR SOME CHINESE MADE PACKS



BL-2 PCB











Thunder Power RC
4880 W University Ave.
            Unit B1



Las Vegas, NV 89103 USA
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Item found in the following categories;
> Battery Chargers & Acc. > Battery Chargers 



 RATED: PRODUCT ID: T400W-V2



TURNIGY MEGA 400W V2 Lithium Polymer Battery Charger (Version 2)
(USA Warehouse)



    



Take advantage of the new high C charge rate on the new Zippy, Turnigy, and Tunrigy Nano-Tech battery
packs with the new Turnigy Mega 400W V2 charger. 



This is a new and improved version of the original Mega 400W charger. 



The Turnigy Mega 400W V2 is a high power balancing charger/discharger which can handle up to 20A
charge rates on 6S LiPo/LiFe and 18S NICD/NIMH accurately. Bundled with the Turnigy Mega 400W V2 is
an array of charging wires and plugs, suitable for most applications.   



Features;
Microprocessor controlled
Delta-peak sensitivity (NiMH/NiCd)
Individual cell balancing charge & discharge
Li-ion, LiPo and LiFe capable
Ni-Cd and NiMH capable
High-power and high-performance circuit
Store function, allows safe storage current
Data storage (Store up to 10 packs in memory)
Cyclic charging/discharging



Note: Temperature sensor not included.
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Spec.
Input voltage: 11.0 – 18.0Volt
Charge current: 0.1 – 20.0A
Discharge current: 0.1 – 5.0A
Maximum charge capacity: 400W @ input voltage >15V
Maximum discharge capacity: 25W
Current drain for balancing Li-po: 200mAh/cell
Lithium (LiPo/LiIo/LiFe) battery cell count: 1 – 6 series
NiCd/NiMH battery cell count: 1 – 18 series
Pb battery voltage: 2 –24V
Battery setup memories: 10
Intelligent temperature control: Yes
Weight: 815g
Dimensions : 146x144x56mm



Including;
1 x Turnigy Mega 400W V2 charger
1 x JST XH Adapter
1 x Banana plug w/male XT60 
1 x Banana plug w/bare Leads  
1 x XT60 w/aligator clip
1 x XT60 w/female JST
1 x XT60 w/female Futaba
1 x Aligator clip for charger input leads



This charger has a JST-XH charge plug, which makes it compatible with Zippy, HXT,TURNIGY and any pack
with a JST adapter.



Note: Power supply and temperature sensor not included.



1030g 10+ Buy 1 $67.87



 Customer rated 5 crowns    



Write a review Share your views about this product with
the world and get a discount while you're at



it!Start a Review Blog



Create an account
Overall Rating



4/2/2012



1 likes
Value



Quality
Like it?



This charger has been GREAT! 400watts of power and 20 amp charge rate. will
charge a 2200 3c in under 10 minutes. has a lot of nice features all the big
chargers have. lipo balance, storage, fast charge, discharge... also able to charge
nimh, nicad just about all of your hobby charging needs in one charger...



No comments. Reply..



Overall Rating
4/18/2012
Mark
5 likes



Value



Quality Like it?



I have had this charger for 6 months. It has flawlessly charged all my 4S and 6S
batteries at 1-4C, depending on my needs at the time. I have run it hundreds of
time so far; I REALLY like this charger- it has been fantastic!
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No comments. Reply..
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 RATED: PRODUCT ID: T200WDUAL



Turnigy Mega 200Wx2 Battery charger/discharger (400w) V2 (USA
Warehouse)



  



Tired of carrying two chargers to the field? Need serious charging power without the hassle of multiple
chargers? Then the Turnigy Mega 200Wx2 is the charger you have been waiting for!



This charger features dual 200w outputs, that’s 400w of total charging power! Each output is independent
and 2 JST-XH balance boards have been included for balancing Li-XX batteries. A temperature sensor has
also been included for monitoring battery temperature during the charge process.



Just for something a little different a 5v/1A USB power output has been included, you can use this power
output to charge phones or power any USB compatible device.



Spec.
Charging Output: 2 x 200w (400w Total)
Input voltage: 12~18v DC (500 Watt minimum)
Charge Current Range: 0.1~10.0A
Discharge Current: 0.1~5.0A
Discharge power: 25watt
Balance Current Drain: 200mAh/cell
Li-XX Cell Count: 1~6s
Ni-XX Cell Count: 1~18s
Pb battery voltage: 2~24v
Battery setup memories: 10
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Intelligent temp control: Yes
PC Link: Mini USB
Cooling: Dual Fan
USB Power supply: 5v/1A
Weight: 900g
Dimensions: 195x125x54mm



Includes.
2 x JST-XH Balance boards
Temp Sensor
1 x Alligator clip charge lead
2 x 4mm Bullet connector pig tails (Custom fit your own connectors)



 



* Note: User manual and software available under the files tab. This is the improved V2
version of the Turnigy Mega 200Wx2.



1423g -3 Buy 1 $93.36



STOCK ARRIVAL ALERT
  



Enter your email address to get an email the second new stock arrives. 
Estimated factory delivery date;



 Customer rated 5 crowns    



Write a review Share your views about this product with
the world and get a discount while you're at



it!Start a Review Blog



Overall Rating



Smiths8588
7 likes



Value



Quality Like it?



This charger is awesome! The charger was not availble in the USA warehouse when
I wanted one so mine came from china. I was alittle nervous for paying $100 for a
charger with no reviews. I have used the charger for over 3 months now and I
dont know how I survived without it. I fly a DF jet so I go threw lipos quick. Its
nice to have 400 watts/10amps of charging power on the tap. For example it will
charge TWO 6000mah 2 cell packs(For my Traxxas Slash) in around 30 minutes
when it took my other charger well over an hour for ONE pack! The charger has
two charging ports so you can keep up with your battery demands. I was orignally
going to get the HobbyKing 4 port charger where you can charge 4 different packs
but it only has 200 watts of power and for me I use mostly larger mah packs so
this 400watt charger was a must... Hope this helps you guys in picking a charger...



Thanks Hobbyking for your great support!



Justin



No comments. Reply..
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I just got this charger Jan 6th, 2012, to replace an Accucel-8 150 that died (one
too many drops while on made the LED hard to read, but it still works), and I
couldn't be happier. There is no learning curve because the button layout is
identical to the 8150, just an extra button to switch between the 2 charging ports,
and the balance port is all-in-one instead of one for each number of cells per
battery. I had trouble getting a few of about a dozen balance plugs into the port
over the weekend, but I think it was the plug's fault, since most went in easily. I
thought the 8150 was an outstanding charger but this one will put 3000mah x2
into 2 3S 5000mah Turnigy 40C packs in about 20 minutes!! the drawback to
charging both at 10A is the fan sounds like an EDF and is fairly loud, so you can
adjust charge rate to quiet it down if it bothers anyone...I found that dropping to
5A each made it as quiet as a laptop fan.



2 comments. Reply..



Overall Rating
2/2/2012
itsfishi
24 likes



Value



Quality Like it?



cut the left side air intake hole back to near the fan screw holes so just a big round
hole the size of the fan cuts the noise right down. now its a 5 star charger.



No comments. Reply..



Create an account
Overall Rating



2/12/2012



1 likes
Value



Quality
Like it?



This charger is incredible. It has all the features you could ask for and with the
right adapter you can charge any battery you own!



No comments. Reply..



Overall Rating
2/14/2012
Gadget4
5 likes



Value



Quality Like it?



4 nylon spacers installed along with longer screws inside the unit between housing
and left side fan will stop the fan noise. Use appropriate length spacers so the fan
doesn't touch the heatsink. The openings in the case itself are causing the loud
howling effect. Disconnecting the left fan will raise internal temperature when using
number one port, not recommended. Make sure air flow is coming in with left fan
and going out with right fan.



No comments. Reply..



.....click here to see all reviews
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Cellpro 10s Charger
Model LC10S10ADC, for use with LiPo, Li-Ion and A123 
battery packs with node connectors
10 Amp model for automatic and manual charging with 
cell balancing and overcharge protection



FMA, Inc.    5713 Industry Lane, Suite 50    Frederick, MD  21704



Sales: (800) 343-2934    Technical: (301) 668-4280    www.fmadirect.com



Features
	 Charges	Lithium	Polymer,	Lithium	Ion	and	A123	packs.		Charges	any	brand	of	pack.		Ac-



cepts	Cellpro	Adapters	for	plug-and-play	compatibility.
	 Accepts	Cellpro	node	connectors,	which	enable	the	charger	to	monitor	each	cell	during	charg-



ing	and	independently	charge	each	cell	to	its	optimum	level.		Charger	includes	two	adapters	
for	charging	2s	to	4s	Cellpro	packs	having	5-pin	node	connectors.



	 Charges	one	1s	to	10s	pack,	or	two	1s	to	5s	packs	simultaneously.		When	two	packs	are	con-
nected	to	the	charger,	internal	electronic	switches	connect	the	packs	in	series.



	 Up	to	10A	charge	current	(318W	continuous	input	and	260W	continuous	output	at	15.7V	input).
	 Up	to	3.0C	charge	rate,	the	fastest	in	the	industry.
	 Charges	packs	through	node	connectors	with	or	without	connecting	main	discharge	wires	to	



charger.		Compensates	for	discharge	wire	lengths	up	to	six	feet	with	1mV	accuracy.
	 Displays	individual	cell	internal	resistance	to	0.1milliohm,	an	exclusive	feature	for	estimating	



pack	quality	and	finding	bad	cells.
	 Backlit	LCD	display	provides	easy	readability.
	 Bidirectional	PC	interface	enables	extensive	charger	setup	using	free	Charge	Control	Soft-



ware.		Configure	custom	presets,	adjust	speaker	volume,	set	LCD	contrast	and	control	many	
other	settings.



	 Charge	Optimization	can	be	set	for	an	accurate	1mV	cell	balance	or	for	Faster	Charging	(with	
less	balance)	using	the	Charge	Control	Software.



	 Charge	Control	Software	automatically	checks	for	software	and	charger	firmware	updates.		
Update	charger	firmware	without	sending	the	charger	back	to	the	factory.



	 Works	with	a	wide	range	of	power	supplies,	even	those	not	rated	for	high	power.		Easily	
changes	from	moderate	current	bench	supply	at	home	to	car	battery	at	the	field.



	 Intelligent	controller	performs	extensive	checks	to	prevent	damage	to	packs	and	power	supply.



Precautions
	 Follow	all	instructions	in	this	manual	to	assure	safe	operation.
	 IMPORTANT:		Do	not	disconnect	or	connect	packs	while	the	charger	is	charging.
	 Always	watch	LiPo	packs	while	they	are	charging.		Never	leave	LiPo	packs	unsupervised	



during	charging.
	 See	additional	warning	sheets	provided	with	FMA	LiPo	packs.
	 Follow	all	guidelines	for	charging,	discharging,	handling	and	storing	LiPo	cells.
	 Minor	arcing	may	occur	when	discharge	wires	are	connected	to	the	charger	before	charging.		



This	is	normal.
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Parts
	Cellpro	10s	Charger
	2	6-pin	to	5-pin	node	connector	adapters	(to	enable	Cellpro	packs	equipped	with	5-pin	con-



nectors	to	be	charged	using	the	Cellpro	10s	Charger)
	Plug	Blocker	(to	enable	charging	packs	without	connecting	discharge	wires)
	Optional:		FUIM2	PC	connectivity	set	(required	for	using	the	Charge	Control	Software)



Charger and pack terminology



Mode button



Start/Stop button



Channel 1
node connector



Channel 2
node connector



Banana jacks for discharge wires when charging one pack, or 
insert Plug Blocker when not charging through discharge wires



Banana jacks for discharge 
wires when charging two 
packs at the same time



To power
source



Auto
mini-
fuse



Connect FUIM2 here when 
using Charge Control Software



Display Channel 1 Channel 2



Discharge wires:
Red = pack positive
Black = pack negative



Node connector
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Understanding the Cellpro 10s Charger
You	can	set	the	Cellpro	10s	Charger’s	charge	rate	to	one	of	three	Auto	modes—1C,	2C	or	
3C—as	appropriate	for	the	pack(s)	being	charged.		When	one	of	these	rates	is	selected,	the	char-
ger	determines	the	pack’s	capacity	and	automatically	sets	the	correct	output	current	using	FMA’s	
advanced	Fuel	Gauging	technology.		You	can	also	manually	set	charge	current	to	any	value	
between	0.1A	and	10A	in	0.1A	increments.		Finally,	you	can	select	Storage	Charge	mode	which	
charges	to	50%	rated	capacity	using	Fuel	Gauging	technology.		The	charger	handles	multiple	
chemistries	and	charge	parameter	presets.
When	one	pack	is	connected	to	the	charger,	the	pack	is	intially	charged	at	the	selected	charge	rate	
(or	the	maximum	charge	rate	possible).		Using	Ohm’s	law,	the	maximum	charge	rate	(Amps)	is	
derived	from	the	maximum	power	(Watts)	the	charger	can	produce	without	overheating.
Maximum	power	is	approximately	300W	measured	at	the	charger	input	(FMA	rates	maximum	
power	using	a	15V	DC	input	source).		Maximum	power	depends	on	many	factors	including	pack	
imbalance	during	charge,	input	(supply)	voltage,	output	(charge)	voltage,	DC/DC	converter	ef-
ficiency	(which	varies	between	80%	and	90%	depending	on	the	relationship	of	supply	voltage-to-
charge	voltage),	ambient	temperature,	and	internal	operating	temperature.



Peak Power = Maximum input power charger draws for first 3-5 minutes of charge.



When	the	pack	reaches	about	90%	capacity,	the	charger	enters	balance	charge	mode.		Charge	
current	tapers	off,	but	will	remain	at	1A	or	higher	until	the	pack	voltage	slows	the	current	to	
1/20th	C	(Constant	Voltage	Mode).		When	the	pack	reaches	99%	capacity,	the	charger	beeps	
three	times.			The	pack	can	be	removed	to	use,	or	allowed	to	continue	charging	until	the	pack	is	
100%	full	and	the	charger	displays	“Charge	Complete.”
During	the	entire	charge	process,	the	charger	power	balances	the	pack	using	1A	current	until	
all	cell	voltages	are	within	1mV	of	each	other.		Power	balancing	is	the	process	of	beginning	the	
balancing	process	early	in	the	charge	cycle	using	high	current	to	shunt	excess	cell	voltage	while	
other	cells	in	the	pack	have	a	chance	to	catch	up.		Power	balancing	means	the	pack	tops	off	faster	
and	the	total	charge	time	is	greatly	reduced.		This	is	possible	because	the	balance	circuitry	is	in-
ternal	to	the	charger.		Automatic	temperature	control	and	an	integral	fan	ensure	the	charger	never	
exceeds	maximum	safe	operating	temperature	under	any	conditions.		The	result	is	faster,	safer	
charge	times.
When	charging	two	packs,	the	packs	are	connected	in	series	using	four	electronic	switches	inside	
the	charger.		In	effect,	the	charger	treats	the	two	packs	as	a	single	pack.		(For	example,	if	you	
connect	a	3s	pack	and	a	4s	pack,	the	charger	operates	on	them	as	one	7s	pack.)		If	the	pack	ca-
pacities	are	different	for	the	two	packs	connected,	the	charge	rate	should	be	selected	based	on	the	
lower	capacity	pack.		Initially,	the	packs	are	charged	at	the	selected	charge	rate	(or	the	maximum	
charge	rate	possible)	until	one	pack	becomes	fully	charged—however,	the	charger	handles	cell	
balancing	of	the	two	packs	completely	independently.		The	second	pack	continues	to	be	charged	
at	a	minimum	of	1A	charge	rate	until	it	is	full	and	balanced.
Notice	that	one	of	the	packs	in	a	simultaneously	charged	pair	is	always	topped	off	at	a	minimum	
rate	of	1A	(dictated	by	the	maximum	balance	current	available).		If	the	packs	have	the	same	ca-
pacity,	and	were	discharged	to	about	the	same	level,	both	packs	will	charge	in	less	than	30	min-
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utes	at	3C.		However,	if	the	packs	have	different	capacities,	or	were	discharged	to	different	levels,	
charging	for	the	pair	could	take	longer	than	expected.		Since	the	charger	supports	fast	balance	cur-
rent	of	1A,	all	other	things	being	equal,	the	charger	still	outperforms	competing	brands.		In	most	in-
stances,	by	the	time	the	first	pack	is	fully	charged,	the	second	pack	is	already	approaching	constant	
voltage	charge	mode;	the	battery	pack	itself	is	the	limiting	factor	in	charge	time,	not	the	charger.



Example 1:		You	are	powering	an	aircraft	with	two	4s	2100mAh	packs	connected	
in	series.		Because	those	packs	have	the	same	capacity,	and	were	discharged	to	
about	the	same	level,	you	can	expect	them	to	charge	in	about	the	same	time.		It	
would	be	appropriate	to	charge	them	simultaneously	using	the	Cellpro	10s	Charger.
Example 2:		You	are	powering	one	aircraft	with	a	3s	500mAh	pack,	and	other	air-
craft	with	a	5s	5000mAh	pack.		If	you	charge	these	packs	simultaneously	using	the	
Cellpro	10s	Charger,	it	would	probably	take	a	long	time	(the	500mAh	pack	would	
become	full	first,	then	the	charger	would	switch	to	its	1A	balancing	rate	to	fill	up	
5000mAh	pack,	which	could	take	several	hours).		In	this	case,	it	would	be	faster	
to	charge	these	packs	separately	because	the	charger	can	then	apply	optimum	(and	
substantially	different)	charge	currents	to	each	pack.



In	some	cases,	such	as	Example	2,	it	will	be	faster	to	charge	two	packs	separately	rather	than	
simultaneously.		It’s	up	to	you	to	decide	whether	to	charge	two	packs	individually	or	as	a	pair,	
based	on	what	you	know	about	their	respective	capacities	and	discharge	states.
The	Cellpro	10s	is	equipped	with	FMA	Fuel	Gauging	technology.		During	all	phases	of	the	
charge	process,	the	charger	will	report	the	fuel	level	of	two	packs	being	charged	independently.		
In	Example	2	above,	when	the	500	mAh	pack	reaches	99%	capacity	(the	charger	beeps	three	
times),	it	is	a	simple	matter	to	remove	the	pack	from	the	charger	and	continue	charging	the	5000	
mAh	pack	at	a	higher	charge	rate.		Here’s	the	full	procedure:
1.	 Connect	both	packs	and	start	charging	them	at	an	Auto	rate.
2.	 Watch	the	fuel	level	display.		When	one	pack	reaches	99%	fuel	level	(the	charger	beeps	three	



times),	stop	charging.
3.	 Disconnect	the	full	pack.
4.	 If	the	partially	charged	pack	is	connected	to	Channel	2,	move	it	to	Channel	1.
5.	 Continue	charging	the	partially-charged	pack.



Charger input current limiting



The	charger	will	draw	up	to	25A	to	deliver	its	10A	maximum	output	current.		The	high	input	cur-
rent	is	required	when	the	input	voltage	must	be	boosted	to	drive	packs	having	larger	numbers	of	
cells	in	series.		The	charger’s	algorithms	are	based	on	power,	not	current.		The	charger	initially	
draws	300W,	but	will	automatically	reduce	power	consumption	based	on	its	internal	temperature.		
Output	power	is	determined	by	several	factors,	including	battery	pack	imbalance	during	charge,	
input	voltage,	input	current,	output	voltage,	ambient	temperature,	and	the	charger’s	internal	tem-
perature.
The	charger’s	DC-to-DC	converter	is	typically	80%	to	90%	efficient.		Highest	efficiency	occurs	
when	the	input	voltage	is	higher	than	the	output	voltage	needed	to	charge	the	connected	pack(s).		
However,	the	charger	cannot	tolerate	input	higher	than	16V.		Setting	the	input	voltage	to	15V	
provides	the	highest	efficiency,	coolest	operating	temperature	and	fastest	charging	times,	espe-
cially	when	charging	packs	containing	more	than	five	cells	in	series.
You	can	also	manually	limit	the	charger’s	input	current	so	the	charger	will	not	draw	more	power	
than	the	supply	can	provide.		If	you	know	your	power	supply	is	rated	for	3A	output,	for	example,	
you	can	limit	the	charger’s	input	current	to	3A.		(Be	aware	that	limiting	charger	input	current	
may	increase	pack	charge	times.)		When	the	charger	is	powered	from	a	high	current	source	(such	
as	a	car	battery),	you	can	override	manual	current	limiting	to	provide	maximum	pack	charging	
current.		Details	are	provided	in	“Limiting	charger	input	current”	in	the	“Using	the	Charge	Con-
trol	Software”	section	of	this	manual.
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Connecting packs to the charger
General information



	 If	a	pack	has	both	a	node	connector	and	discharge	wires,	you	can	charge	using	the	node	con-
nector	only,	or	both	node	connector	and	discharge	wires.		When	charging	two	packs	simul-
taneously,	both	packs	must	be	connected	the	same	way:	either	node	connectors	only,	or	both	
node	connectors	and	discharge	wires.
	 When	charging	only	through	a	node	connector,	the	charger	balances	individual	cells.		



However,	charge	current	is	limited	to	4A	to	protect	the	small	node	connector	wires.
	 When	charging	through	both	node	connector	and	discharge	wires,	the	charger	balances	



individual	cells	and	measures	individual	cell	internal	resistances.		Charge	current	is	not	
limited	to	4A.



	 When	charging	only	one	pack,	always	plug	that	pack	into	the	charger’s	Ch1	jack.
	 When	charging	only	one	pack	using	its	discharge	wires	and	node	connector,	always	connect	



the	discharge	wires	to	the	charger’s	outermost	banana	jacks.
	 When	charging	one	or	two	packs	without	using	discharge	wires,	you	must	plug	the	Plug	



Blocker	into	the	charger’s	banana	jacks.
	 When	charging	two	packs,	both	packs	must	have	the	same	chemistry.		For	example,	you	can’t	



charge	one	A123	pack	and	one	LiPo	pack	at	the	same	time.
	 Pack	discharge	wires	are	usually	not	terminated	in	banana	plugs	(e.g.,	they	might	be	terminat-



ed	in	a	Deans	connector).		For	convenience	in	connecting	to	the	charger,	prepare	an	adapter	
cable	with	banana	plugs	on	one	end	and	a	connector	that	mates	with	the	pack’s	discharge	
connector	on	the	other	end.		FMA	sells	banana	plugs	suitable	for	this	purpose	as	FMA	Part	
Numbers	BPNS-BLK	(Black	–)	and	BPNS-RED	(Red	+).



CAUTION:  When using the banana plug adapter cables described above, ALWAYS 
insert the banana plugs into the charger BEFORE connecting the adapter cable to the 
pack.  Reverse the sequence when disconnecting the pack.  This will prevent the live 
banana plugs from touching each other, which would create a dangerous condition and 
could seriously damage the pack.



Connecting non-Cellpro packs



Generally	follow	the	instructions	in	“Connecting	one	1s	to	10s	Cellpro	pack”	and	“Connecting	
two	1s	to	5s	Cellpro	packs,”	but	your	packs	may	not	be	equipped	with	compatible	node	connec-
tors.		FMA	Direct	offers	plug-and-play	adapters	for	charging	LiPo	packs	equipped	with	node	
connectors	made	by	other	vendors.		Check	www.fmadirect.com/cellpro_adapters.html	for	adapter	
compatibility.		The	Cellpro	10s	charger	works	with	all	existing	Cellpro	4s	charger	adapters.		You	
must	connect	a	6	pin-to-5	pin	Adapter	(provided	with	the	Cellpro	10s	Charger)	between	the	char-
ger	and	the	Cellpro	4s	charger	adapter,	as	shown	here:



Cellpro 4s
ChargerAdapter



Non-Cellpro 
pack



6-pin to 5-pin
Adapter



Cellpro 10s
Charger



If	an	adapter	isn’t	available	for	the	pack	you	want	to	charge,	or	if	the	pack	doesn’t	have	a	node	
connector,	the	FMA	Part	Number	CPBP7	(Cellpro	battery	pigtail	10”,	5	position)	and/or	FMA	
Part	Number	CPBP6P-10	(Cellpro	battery	pigtail	10”,	6	position)	cable	assemblies	can	be	used	to	
make	the	pack	compatible	with	the	Cellpro	10s	Charger.		Instructions	for	connecting	these	cable	
assemblies	to	your	packs	are	provided	in	the	“Cellpro	Pin	Lead	Connection”	document	at		
www.fmadirect/support_docs/item_1254.pdf.		See	also	“Node	connector	wiring,”	later	in	this	
manual.
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Connecting one 1s to 10s Cellpro pack



1.	 How	you	connect	the	Cellpro	pack’s	node	connector(s)	to	the	charger	depends	on	the	pack’s	
configuration.		Find	the	pack’s	configuration	in	the	diagrams	below,	then	connect	as	shown	in	
that	diagram.



2.	 If	you	are	using	the	discharge	wires	during	charging	the	single	pack,	plug	the	discharge	wires	
into	the	outermost	banana	jacks.



	 	 or
	 If	you	are	not	using	the	discharge	wires	during	charging,	insert	the	Plug	Blocker	into	the	out-



ermost	banana	jacks.



6-pin to 5-pin
Adapter



6s to 9s
Cellpro pack



Pack positive and
higher-numbered nodes



Pack negative and
lower-numbered nodes



+–
From single pack connected to Ch1



5s
Cellpro pack



6-pin to 5-pin
Adapter



1s to 4s
Cellpro pack



10s
Cellpro pack



Pack positive and
higher-numbered nodes



Pack negative and
lower-numbered nodes
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Connecting two 1s to 5s Cellpro packs



1.	 How	you	connect	the	Cellpro	packs’	node	connectors	to	the	charger	depends	on	the	packs’	
configurations.		Find	the	configurations	in	the	diagrams	below,	then	connect	as	shown	in	that	
diagram.



2.	 If	you	are	using	the	discharge	wires	during	charging,	connect	the	discharge	wires	into	the	ba-
nana	jacks	as	shown	below.



	 	 or
	 If	you	are	not	using	the	discharge	wires	during	charging,	insert	the	Plug	Blocker	into	the	out-



ermost	banana	jacks.



+ –– +
From Ch1 pack From Ch2 pack



6-pin to 5-pin
Adapter



1s to 4s
Cellpro pack



6-pin to 5-pin
Adapter



1s to 4s
Cellpro pack



5s
Cellpro pack



6-pin to 5-pin
Adapter



1s to 4s
Cellpro pack



5s
Cellpro pack



6-pin to 5-pin
Adapter



1s to 4s
Cellpro pack



5s
Cellpro pack



5s
Cellpro pack
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Applying power to the charger
	 To apply power to the charger:		Connect	the	charger	to	a	12V	to	15V	bench	power	supply,	



field	battery	or	car	battery.		If	your	bench	power	supply	is	equipped	with	banana	jacks	for	
output,	you	can	remove	the	plier	clamps	from	the	charger’s	input	cables	and	plug	the	cables	
directly	into	the	power	supply	jacks.



When	the	charger	is	powered	up,	it	displays	the	following	screens	in	sequence:



FMA Cellpro 10s
[firmware version]*



2 Packs Charge
[chem]* Set @ [charge current]*



SAFE TO CONNECT
[optimization method]*



*Information in square brackets varies.



Here’s	a	quick	summary	of	what	you	can	do	from	the	Home	screen:
	 Press	the	Start/Stop	button	quickly	to	change	the	optimization	method.
	 Press	the	Mode	button	to	select	a	preset.		Press	and	hold	the	Mode	button	to	change	a	preset’s	



chemistry	or	charge	current.
	 Press	and	hold	the	Start/Stop	button	for	at	least	one	second	to	begin	charging.		During	charg-



ing:
	 Press	the	Mode	button	repeatedly	to	view	charge	data.
	 Press	and	hold	the	Start/Stop	button	for	one	second	to	stop	charging.



Detailed	operating	instructions	are	in	“Operating	the	charger.”



Introduction to presets



As shipped from the factory,	the	charger	has	two	presets:
	 2 Packs Charge, LiPo Set @ 1.0C
	 1 Pack Charge, LiPo Set @ 1.0C
When	power	is	applied,	the	charger	always	initializes	to	the	last	preset	used	for	charging.		In-
structions	in	“Selecting	a	preset,”	on	the	next	page,	show	how	to	switch	between	these	presets.
If	you	altered	the	charge	settings	for	a	preset	at	the	charger	(as	described	in	“Changing	a	preset,”	
on	the	next	page),	those	changes	are	retained	when	the	charger	is	disconnected	from	power,	and	
will	be	reapplied	when	the	charger	is	powered	up	again.



Note:  If you programmed the charger using the Charge Control Software, additional 
presets may be available.  Also, if you have been using the software, you may have 
given the factory presets different names.  Bottom line: if you change settings at the 
charger, or redefine presets, you probably won’t see the factory presets shown above.



Welcome screen



Last-used preset



Home screen
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Operating the charger
You	operate	the	charger	using	the	Mode	button	and	Start/Stop	button:
	 Mode	button:		enables	you	to	select	a	preset,	change	preset	values	and—during	charging—



display	charging	data.
	 Start/Stop	button:		enables	you	to	select	an	optimization	method,	start	charging,	and	stop	



charging.
This	section	provides	detailed	instructions	for	all	these	operations.



Selecting the optimization method



Press	the	Start	button	quickly	to	select	the	desired	optimization	method:
	 ACCURATE CHARGE	:		charging	stops	when	all	cells	are	at	exactly	the	target	voltage.
	 FASTER CHARGE	:		charging	stops	when	the	pack	draws	less	than	10%	of	the	set	charge	



current,	regardless	of	individual	cell	voltages.		Since	balancing	begins	early	in	the	charge	
cycle,	significant	balancing	still	takes	place.



Selecting a preset



	 To determine the currently selected preset and review its settings:		Press	the	Mode	button	on	
the	charger’s	right	side.



	 To select a different preset:		Press	the	Mode	button	until	you	see	the	desired	preset’s	name	
and	settings	in	the	display,	then	wait	until	you	see	the SAFE TO CONNECT screen.



The	preset	displayed	when	you	stop	pressing	the	Mode	button	is	the	“selected”	preset.		Once	the	
preset	is	selected,	you	can	change	the	charge	settings	for	this	preset	(see	“Changing	a	preset”)	or	
begin	charging	by	pressing	the	Start/Stop	button.



Note:  The Charge Control Software enables you define up to six custom presets.  If 
you have defined custom presets, you can—at the charger—select any preset.  (If you 
have not defined custom presets, the two factory presets are available.)



Changing a preset



You	can	change	the	charge	settings	for	the	currently	selected	preset	to	match	the	characteristics	
of	the	pack(s)	you	are	charging.



Note:  Changes you make to presets are saved in the charger when the charger is dis-
connected from power.



1.	 Select	the	preset	you	want	to	change	(see	“Selecting	a	preset,”	above).
2.	 At	this	point,	there	are	several	things	you	can	do:
	 To change the chemistry:



a.	 Press	and	hold	the	Mode	button,	then	release	it	when	the	display	changes	to	this:



Choose Chemistry
Hold for More



Note:  If you hold the Mode button down longer, you’ll see Choose Chg. Amps 
or Exit (both described below).



	 When	you	release	the	Mode	button,	you’ll	see	the	chemistry	setting:



Choose Chemistry
[chemistry] @[voltage]
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b.	 Press	and	release	the	Mode	button	until	you	see	the	chemistry	you	want.		Choices	are:
	 Lithium Poly 4.20V
	 Lithium Ion 4.20V
	 Lithium Ion 4.10V
	 A123 3.65V



	 To change the charge current:
a.	 Press	and	hold	the	Mode	button,	then	release	it	when	the	display	changes	to	this:



Choose Chg. Amps
Hold for More



Note:  If you hold the Mode button down longer, you’ll see Exit (described below) 
or Choose Chemistry (described above).



	 When	you	release	the	Mode	button,	you’ll	see	the	charge	current	setting:



Choose Chg. Amps
Charge @ [current]



b.	 Then:



	 Press	the	Mode	button	about	once	per	second	to	increase	current	in	0.1A	steps.



	 Press	the	Mode	button	quickly	twice	to	increase	current	to	the	next	Amp.



	 When	the	maximum	current	is	reached,	press	the	Mode	button	once	for	each	of	the	
following	three	Auto	charge	modes	or	Storage	charge	mode:
	 1.0C (where	C	=	pack’s	capacity)
	 2.0C
	 3.0C
	 Store (to	charge	pack	to	about	50%	capacity;	optimum	for	long-term	



storage)
	 (Return	to	charge	current	settings	at	0.1A)



Note:  The charger’s Auto charge fuel gauge tables are optimized for Lithium Cobalt 
batteries.  If you are charging Lithium Manganese batteries, Auto charge modes may 
take twice as long as expected.  Manual current settings are recommended when charg-
ing Lithium Manganese batteries.



	 To save the settings and return to the Home screen:		Press	and	hold	the	Mode	button,	then	
release	it	when	the	display	changes	to	this:



Exit
Hold for More



Note:  If you hold the Mode button down longer, you’ll see Choose Chemistry 
or Choose Chg. Amps (both described above).



	 	 	 or
	 To save the settings and begin charging if a pack is connected to the charger:		Press	the	



Start/Stop	button	on	the	charger’s	right	side.		Details	are	provided	in	the	next	section.
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Charging a pack or packs



1.	 Before	charging,	pack(s)	must	be	properly	connected	to	the	charger.		See	“Connecting	packs	
to	the	charger,”	earlier	in	this	manual,	for	details.



2.	 Press	the	Start/Stop	button	for	one	second	to	enter	Charging	Mode.
3.	 You	will	see	the	following	screens	in	sequence:



Checking Pack(s)



CHARGING   Press
MODE for info.



4.	 While	in	Charge	Mode,	you	can	take	the	following	actions:
	 To view pack and operating data:		Press	the	Mode	button	repeatedly	to	cycle	through	the	



following	screens.		(These	examples	assume	two	packs	are	being	charged;	if	one	pack	is	
being	charged,	only	the	top	line	may	appear	in	some	screens.)



C 0.5A 00:00:59
Supply=13.8V/ 1A



[preset name]
[chem] Set @ [charge current]



Ch1 [chemistry] [charge process]
Ch2 [chemistry] [charge process]



Ch1 Fuel = 47%
Ch2 Fuel = 55%



Ch1 Pack = 11.754V
Ch2 Pack = 11.821V



Ch1    42mAh In
Ch2    40mAh In



1:3.835V 2:3.955V
3=3.959V 4=3.873V



1:23.3mΩ  2:17.1
3=12.1mΩ  4=25.7



*Cells are numbered from 1 through n, where 1 is the first cell in the pack connected to Ch1, and n is the 
last cell in the pack (if only one pack is being charged) or the last cell in the pack connected to Ch2 (if two 
packs are being charged).



†For the charger to calculate internal resistances, a) pack discharge wires must be connected during 
charging and b) pack must be at less than 80% fuel level.  Internal resistances will be available for display 
after about 12 minutes of charging, and will be periodically updated after that.



Selected preset.



Preset’s charging settings.



Chemistry and charge process 
(Fast Charging, Balance Charg-
ing, etc.) in effect for each 
channel.
Results of unique FMA algorithm 
that determines pack “fuel level.”  
Data is also used to calculate cor-
rect C rate during 1/2/3C charging.



Total pack voltage(s).



mAh put back into pack(s) dur-
ing charging.



Individual cell voltages.*  “:” indicates 
Ch1, “=” indicates Ch2.  Similar screens 
may appear, depending on the number 
of cells being charged.



Individual cell internal resistances in 
milliohms.*†  “:” indicates Ch1, “=” 
indicates Ch2.  Similar screens may 
appear, depending on the number of 
cells being charged.



Charge current and charge time.



Supply voltage and input current.
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	 To stop charging:		Press	the	Start/Stop	button	for	one	second.		The	charger	displays	the	
Home	screen.



Note:  Pack data is lost when you leave Charging Mode, so if you want to see it, do so 
before pressing the Start/Stop button.



Note:  If you restart the charge, you might see a Please wait... screen.  The 
charger is discharging capacitors, which may take up to one minute.  When reinitializa-
tion is complete, charging will begin again.



5.	 When	charging	is	complete,	the	display	below	will	appear,	and	the	charger	will	beep	for	about	
30	seconds	to	alert	you.



Ch1 [chemistry] DONE
Ch2 [chemistry] DONE



	 To review final data for the pack(s):		Press	the	Mode	button	to	cycle	through	the	data	
screens.



Note:  Pack data is lost when you leave Charging Mode, so if you want to see it, do so 
before pressing the Start/Stop button.



	 To leave Charging Mode:		Press	the	Start/Stop	button.



Alternate charging modes



Based	on	what	the	charger	determines	about	charging	conditions,	it	may	enter	one	of	these	charg-
ing	modes	(as	indicated	in	the	display):
	 In	Low Voltage Restore Mode,	the	charger	automatically	attempts	to	repair	an	overdischarged	



pack.		Cells	discharged	as	low	as	0.5V	may	be	repaired	to	as	much	as	98%	of	capacity.
	 In	Safety Charging Mode,	the	charger	detects	that	at	least	one	cell	is	seriously	out	of	bal-



ance,	and	automatically	lowers	charge	current	to	0.5A.
CAUTION:  If the charger’s display shows SAFETY CHARGING during several 
attempts at charging, the pack is damaged.  Treat damaged packs with caution.  Do not 
charge them on a flammable surface, and do not charge them unattended.



	 In	Cold Weather Balancing Mode,	charging	automatically	stops	at	4.10V/cell	when	tem-
perature	is	below	55°F	to	prevent	cell	damage.



If the charger detects a problem, it will stop charging and display a safety code.  If this happens:
1. Press the Mode button to reset the charger.
2. Reconnect the battery properly.
3. Press the Start/Stop button to continue charging.
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Using the Charge Control Software
The	Cellpro	10s	Charge	Control	Software	enables	you	to	define	presets,	save	and	load	groups	of	
presets,	update	the	charger’s	firmware,	and	control	various	aspects	of	the	charger’s	options.



Installing the Charge Control Software



For	detailed	information	on	installing	the	Cellpro	10s	Charge	Control	Software,	please	visit	the	
install	page	at	
	 www.fmadirect.com/new_applications/software/10s_software.html



Launching the Charge Control Software



1.	 Start > All Programs > FMA Direct > Cellpro 10s.
2.	 If	your	computer	is	connected	to	the	Internet	at	this	time,	the	program	will	check	to	see	



whether	a	new	version	is	available.		If	a	new	version	is	available,	you	will	have	the	option	to	
install	the	new	version	or	launch	the	version	you	already	have.



3.	 After	the	program	launches,	and	if	your	computer	is	connected	to	the	Internet,	the	program	
will	check	to	see	whether	a	new	version	of	the	charger	firmware	is	available.		If	new	firmware	
is	available,	a	message	will	appear;	click	OK	to	close	the	message	window.		See	“Updating	
charger	firmware,”	later	in	this	manual,	for	instructions.



Connecting the charger to your computer



1.	 Plug	the	FUIM2’s	3-pin	connector	into	the	jack	on	the	charger’s	left	side.		The	black	wire	
should	be	toward	the	bottom	of	the	charger’s	panel.



2.	 Plug	the	FUIM2’s	USB	connector	into	your	computer.
3.	 If	the	Charge	Control	Software	isn’t	running,	launch	it	now.
4.	 Watch	the	message	line	just	below	the	program’s	menu	bar.
	 If	“Waiting	to	Start”	appears,	everything	is	working	properly	and	you	are	ready	to	use	the	



program.
	 If	“Checking	Com	COMx	for	data”	doesn’t	go	away,	the	program	can’t	communicate	with	



the	charger.		To	correct	this:
a.	 Click	Download USB Driver	at	the	bottom	the		Charge	Control	Software	window.
b.	 Run	the	installer.
c.	 Restart	your	computer.
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Monitoring charging operations



	 To monitor cell voltages, total pack voltage and related charging parameters during charg-
ing:		Click	the	Cells	tab.



	 To monitor cell internal resistances during charging:		Click	the	Int. Res.	tab.



Note:  For the charger to calculate internal resistances, a) pack discharge wires must 
be connected during charging and b) pack must be at less than 80% fuel level.  Internal 
resistances will be available for display after about 12 minutes of charging, and will be 
periodically updated after that.



	 To view cell parameter graphs:		View > Graphs.		In	the	Graphs	window:
	 To view volts:		View > Volts.
	 To view current:		View > Amps.
	 To view internal resistance:		View > Internal Resistance.
	 To view fuel level:		View > Fuel.
	 To print a graph:		File > Print.



Limiting charger input current



The	charger	will	draw	up	to	25A	to	deliver	its	10A	maximum	output	current.		The	high	input	
current	is	required	when	the	input	voltage	must	be	boosted	to	drive	packs	having	larger	numbers	
of	cells	in	series.		The	charger	monitors	input	current	from	the	power	supply,	and	automatically	
reduces	pack	charge	current	if	it	determines	that	the	power	supply	can’t	keep	up.
You	can	also	manually	limit	the	charger’s	input	current	so	the	charger	will	not	draw	more	power	
than	the	supply	can	provide.		If	you	know	your	power	supply	is	rated	for	3A	output,	for	example,	
you	can	limit	the	charger’s	input	current	to	3A.		This	feature	prevents	damage	to	power	supplies,	
such	as	bench	supplies,	having	low	to	moderate	output	currents.		(Be	aware	that	limiting	charger	
input	current	may	increase	pack	charge	times.)		When	the	charger	is	powered	from	a	high	current	
source	(such	as	a	car	battery),	you	can	override	manual	current	limiting	to	provide	maximum	
pack	charging	current.
	 To monitor supply voltage:		Click	the	Supply	tab.
	 To manually set input current limiting:		



1.	 In	the	Supply	tab,	select	the	desired	maximum	current	in	the	Current Limit	dropdown	
list.



2.	 Click	the	Update Charger	button.
	 To override manual input current limiting at the field without using the Charge Control Soft-



ware:
1.	 Press	and	hold	the	charger’s	Mode	button.
2.	 Connect	the	charger’s	input	cables	to	the	power	source.
3.	 When	you	see	characters	in	the	charger’s	LCD	display,	release	the	Mode	button.



Note:  If manual input current limiting is in effect, you must repeat this procedure each 
time you apply power to the charger if you want the charger to operate at full input cur-
rent.
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Defining presets



You	can	define	up	to	six	preset	charging	configurations.		Each	preset	consists	of	a	name,	a	chem-
istry	and	a	charge	current.		See	“Selecting	a	preset,”	earlier	in	this	manual,	for	instructions	on	
selecting	a	preset	for	charging.



Note:  Remember that presets can be overridden at the charger.  Preset changes made 
at the charger are retained in the charger until manually changed again, or until a new 
group of presets is downloaded to the charger.  When you connect the charger to the 
computer and launch the Charge Control Software, the program uploads and displays 
the presets stored in the charger.



Perform	all	preset	operations	in	the	Presets	tab.
	 To define a preset:



1.	 In	the	Name	field,	enter	a	name	for	the	preset.
2.	 In	the	Chem	field,	select	the	chemistry.
3.	 In	the	Amps	field,	select	the	charge	current.
4.	 If	this	preset	will	be	used	to	charge	a	6s	to	10s	pack,	activate	the	Single Pack	option	(this	



enables	the	charger	to	treat	Ch1	and	Ch2	as	a	single	channel).
	 To download presets to the charger:		Click	Update Charger.		The	charger	will	beep	when	



downloading	is	complete.	
	 or	
To ignore changes and restore the previous presets:		Click	Cancel.



	 To restore the factory settings:		Click	Factory Default,	then	click	Update Charger.
Note:  This restores the factory default presets, and also resets the LCD contrast, 
speaker settings and auto scroll settings.



Setting charger options



1.	 Click	the	Options	tab.
2.	 Set	options	as	desired:
	 LCD Contrast	sets	the	contrast	of	the	charger’s	LCD	display.		The	display	will	be	easier	



to	read	in	bright	conditions	when	the	contrast	is	high.
	 Auto Scroll Cells ON	option,	when	activated,	directs	the	charger	to	scroll	through	screens	



during	charging.		Auto Scroll Seconds	controls	how	long	each	screen	is	displayed.
	 Speaker Volume	controls	the	loudness	of	the	charger’s	speaker.		If	you	want	the	charger	



to	confirm	when	you	press	the	Mode	button	and	Start/Stop	button,	activate	the	Button 
Clicks ON	option.		Deactivate	the	Speaker ON	option	to	mute	the	charger.



	 Optimize for Accuracy	balances	cells	to	1mV.		The	charger	can	take	an	additional	two	to	
five	minutes	to	balance	the	cells.		Optimize for Fast Charge	ends	the	charge	at	0.1C.



3.	 Click	Update Charger.	
	 or	
If	you	don’t	want	to	apply	the	changes,	click	Cancel.
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Recording charge data



The	Charge	Control	Software	can	record	charge	data	for	each	charging	session.	
1.	 Press	the	Start/Stop	button	on	the	charger	to	start	a	session.
2.	 When	prompted,	enter	a	file	name.		You	can	enter	a	file	name	you	previously	used,	but	you	



must	confirm	that	you	want	to	overwrite	older	data.
Charge	data	is	stored	in	a	semicolon-delimited	format,	which	can	be	imported	into	a	spreadsheet	
for	analysis.



Updating charger firmware



The	Charge	Control	Software	automatically	checks	for	new	firmware	each	time	it	is	launched	
(assuming	the	computer	is	connected	to	the	Internet).		If	new	firmware	is	available,	it	is	down-
loaded	to	your	computer.		When	you	are	ready	to	update	the	charger:
1.	 Be	sure	the	charger	is	connected	to	the	computer,	and	is	powered	up.
2.	 Disconnect	all	packs	from	the	charger.
3.	 In	the	Charge	Control	Software	window,	switch	to	the	Firmware	tab.
4.	 Select	the	firmware	you	want	to	download.
5.	 If	the	previous	firmware	download	was	interrupted,	activate	the	My Charger is Dead	option.
6.	 Click	Update	Firmware.
7.	 Wait—and	do	nothing—until	updating	is	complete.



IMPORTANT:  During firmware downloading, do not disconnect the charger from 
power, do not disconnect the charger from the computer, and do not exit the Charge 
Control Software.



Node connector wiring
This	diagram	shows	how	a	6	pin	node	connector	is	wired	to	a	5s	pack.



Pin 1



Red



Black



Pack positive
Node 4



Node 2
Node 3



Node 1
Pack negative



Cell 4
+
–



Cell 3
+
–



Pack negative 
(blk), 0V



Node 3, 11.1V*



Node 4, 14.8V*
Cell 5



+
–



Pack positive 
(red), 18.5V*



Cell 2
+
–



Node 2, 7.4V*



5s Pack



Cell 1
+
–



Node 1, 3.7V*



* Nominal voltage with 
respect to pack negative.
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Estimating performance factors



If	you	don’t	have	a	way	to	directly	measure	your	propulsion	system’s	electrical	parameters,	the	
Cellpro	10s	Charger	enables	you	to	estimate	them	using	before-	and	after-flight	measurements.



Collect data



Charge	pack.
	 
When	charging	is	finished,	record	Fuel %	and	total pack voltage	(i.e.	sum	of	cell	voltages).
	 
Fly	plane	(or	test	on	the	ground).		Record	flight time in minutes.
	 
Connect	pack	to	charger.		Record	Fuel %	and	total pack voltage.



Calculate performance factors



(Fuel % before flight) – (Fuel % after flight)
100



x (Pack capacity, Ah) = Capacity consumed during flight, Ah



(Capacity consumed during flight, Ah) x 60
(Flight time, minutes) = Average current during flight, A



(Pack voltage before flight, V) + (Pack voltage after flight, V)
2 = Average voltage during flight, V



(Average voltage during flight, A) x (Average current during flight, V) = Average power during flight, 



Evaluate results



	 Average current during flight	gives	you	a	rough	idea	whether	system	components—ESC,	
motor,	connectors	and	wiring—are	operating	within	their	current	ratings.		Keep	in	mind	that	
peak	current	during	flight	may	greatly	exceed	the	average	current	you	calculated.



	 Watts per pound	is	an	approximate	indicator	of	aircraft	performance	(other	factors	influenc-
ing	performance	include	lift,	drag	and	motor	type).		Here	are	some	guidelines:
	 25	to	30	watts	per	pound:		level	flight.
	 40	to	50	watts	per	pound:		take	off	from	smooth	surface,	climb.
	 50	to	75	watts	per	pound:		take	off	from	grass,	sport	aerobatics.
	 75	to	125	watts	per	pound:		pattern	aerobatics.
	 Over	125	watts	per	pound:		3D.



Tip:  For more direct electrical measurements, consider these FMA products:
 60A Current Shunt (Model DVM-SHUNT-60)
 Digital Multimeter (Model DVM-VC890D)



(Average power during flight, Watts)
(Model weight, pounds) = Watts per pound
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Troubleshooting
There	are	26	ways	to	improperly	connect	two	packs	to	a	charger!		After	the	Start/Stop	button	is	
pressed,	a	special	battery	checking	sequence	automatically	checks	every	wire	before	closing	the	
internal	switches	(if	discharge	wires	are	not	used	during	charging).		It	is	possible	to	get	an	unre-
lated	safety	code	from	a	simple	wiring	issue.
Operating	errors	appear	as	messages	in	the	display.		To	determine	the	problem,	look	up	the	de-
scription	below.		Correct	the	error.		If	errors	continue,	contact	FMA	Customer	Service.



Message Problem
2 Pack Con. Err Check pack wiring
Amps too low Reset the charger
Bad EEPROM Write Internal error
Bad FET supply voltage Check the input voltage
Bad Mode Number Internal error
Bypass Overvolt Check the pack wiring
C2 Pack Detected Pack was added to Ch2 while charging
Cell < 0.1V Low cell voltage
Ch1 Bad S. Count Cell count cannot be determined; check for a cell < 0.5V
Ch1 has no Pack Pack must be installed on Ch1
Ch1 No Add Up Cell verification failed
Ch1 Pos < 0.5V Check node wiring
Ch2 Bad S. Count Cell count cannot be determined; check for a cell < 0.5V
Ch2 No Add Up Cell verification failed
Charger Overcurrent Make sure the charger current is steady
Check Pos. Term Positive terminal not connected
Chg. Overvoltage Cell is over voltage
Chgr Temp. >160F Make sure the fan is working
Low Voltage Cell Cell did not recover after 5 minutes of charge
Neg. Term. < 0V Black banana jack is reading below 0 volts
No Plug Blocker Plug Blocker required, but not installed
Node 10 < 0V Last node wire is reading negative voltage
Reverse Polarity Check wiring
Series Chrgrs? Check that two chargers aren’t charging a series pack
Supply <10 Volts Low input supply voltage
Supply >16 Volts High input supply voltage
Supply Unstable Possible thin supply wires; set input current limiting with Charge Control 



Software
System Softstart Check for good power supply leads
Temp out of Rnge Make sure the fan is working
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Pack	wiring	issues	can	cause	nuisance	safety	codes.		If	any	of	the	safety	codes	below	appear,	try	
connecting	the	pack	to	the	banana	jacks	and	node	connectors	without	using	the	plug	blocker.



Safety code Problem
60-65 Positive switch close failure
66-71 Series switch close failure
72-77 Negative switch close failure
78 Greater than 42V detected
79-80 Cell count out of range (internal software check)
81-86 Charge switch close failure
87 Voltage steady timeout
88 Check Pack 1 voltage out of range
89 Check Pack 2 voltage out of range
90-92 Internal software check
93 Calibration checksum error.  Charger must be returned to factory for calibration.



Specifications
For battery type Lithium Polymer, Lithium Ion, Lithium Manganese and A123 packs; 



charger can be used with 1s to 10s packs having node connectors and 
connected to charger with an appropriate FMA adapter cable



Pack capacity 100mAh to 65Ah (charge time limited to maximum of 12 hours)
Input voltage 10 to 16VDC, reverse polarity protected
Input current Up to 25A; can be limited to 1A to 25A in 0.25A increments
Power conversion 62.5kHz switcher operating at 90% efficiency
Nominal output voltage 3.60, 4.10 and 4.20 volts per cell; 42V maximum
Output current Up to 10A when charging through discharge leads and node connector 



Up to 4A when charging through node connector only 
Both conditions reverse polarity protected 
Current is automatically controlled



Cell balancing To within 1mV with 0.1mV resolution
Voltage calibration Cell voltage measurements are factory calibrated to 1ppm (50μV) 



traceable to NIST
Internal switches Four internal FET switches series-connect packs to enable charge 



through node connectors only; switches close only after proper pack 
connection is verified; maximum switch current limited to 4A



Plug blocker Prevents reverse polarity connection to banana jacks after internal 
switches are closed; charger looks for 4.7kohm resistor when using 
internal switches



Current calibration Charge current is factory calibrated on a 4A standard; calibration is to 
±5mA



Measurement accuracy Absolute voltage accuracy:  ±2mV from 0 to 50V 
Charge current:  ±1% 
Capacity added to pack:  ±1% 
Percent capacity (“Fuel”):  ±5%



Internal resistance 0.1mV voltage resolution allows accurate four point internal resistance 
measurement of each cell



Serial data output 19.2kbps, 8 bits, 1 start bit, 1 stop bit, no parity; CRC16 checksum
Firmware updates Encrypted at factory, decrypted in charger
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FMA limited warranty
FMA, Inc. warrants this product to be free of manufacturing defects for the term of one year from the date of pur-
chase.  Should any defects covered by this warranty occur, the product shall be repaired or replaced with a unit of 
equal performance by FMA or an authorized FMA service station.



Limits and exclusions
This warranty may be enforced only by the original purchaser, who uses this product in its original condition as 
purchased, in strict accordance with the product’s instructions.  Units returned for warranty service to an FMA 
service center will be accepted for service when shipped postpaid, with a copy of the original sales receipt or war-
ranty registration form, to the service station designated by FMA.



This warranty does not apply to:
 Consequential or incidental losses resulting from the use of this product.
 Damage resulting from accident, misuse, abuse, neglect, electrical surges, reversed polarity on connectors, 



lightning or other acts of God.
 Damage from failure to follow instructions supplied with the product.
 Damage occurring during shipment of the product either to the customer or from the customer for service 



(claims must be presented to the carrier).
 Damage resulting from repair, adjustment, or any alteration of the product by anyone other than an authorized 



FMA technician.
 Installation or removal charges, or damage caused by improper installation or removal.



Call (301) 668-4280 for more information about service and warranty repairs.



Quick start for the Cellpro 10s Charger



Refer to manual for complete operating details.



A.	Connect	charger	to	a	12V	to	16V	(maximum)	power	source.
B.	 Connect	pack(s)	to	charger.
	 Plug	pack’s	node	connector(s)	into	channel	jack(s)	on	right	side	of	the	charger	(use	node	



connector	adapters	as	needed).
	 When	charging	only	one	pack,	plug	pack’s	node	connector	into	Ch1.		Plug	pack’s	dis-



charge	wires	into	outermost	banana	jacks	on	charger’s	panel.
	 When	charging	two	packs:		Plug	discharge	wires	from	Ch1	pack	into	banana	jack	pair	#1,	



and	plug	discharge	wires	from	Ch2	pack	into	banana	jack	pair	#2.	
	 If	you	choose	not	to	charge	through	pack’s	discharge	wires,	insert	Plug	Blocker	into	outer-



most	banana	jacks.
C.	 Configure	charger:
	 To review selected preset’s settings:		Press	Mode	button.
	 To select a different preset:		Press	Mode	button	until	you	see	the	desired	preset’s	name	



and	settings	in	display.
	 To change selected preset’s settings:		Press	and	hold	Mode	button	to	set	chemistry	and/or	



charge	current.		Press	and	hold	to	exit.
D.	Press	Start/Stop	button	for	one	second	to	begin	charging.
E.	 During	charging:
	 To view charge data:		Press	Mode	button	repeatedly.
	 To stop charging:		Press	Start/Stop	button	for	one	second.



F.	 The	charger	will	automatically	stop	charging,	and	beep	for	30	seconds,	when	charging	is	com-
plete.












